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Abstract
Chronic diseases related to food consumption are a rapidly-increasing epidemic,
and researchers are working to understand eating behavior. An Automatic Dietary
Monitoring device would facilitate this research, but no wearable devices for automatic
eating detection currently exist. In this thesis, I present Auracle, a wearable device that can
be paired with a Smartphone to enable real-time eating detection. The device processes the
signal of a contact microphone worn on the mastoid to extract meaningful features which
can be classified to detect chewing sounds. Feature extraction and classification algorithms
for classifying the signal as eating or not eating are developed using machine learning.
I selected the Texas Instruments Simplelink CC26x0 MCU for use on the Auracle
device and programmed it to extract and transmit features to a Smartphone via Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE). I also programmed the device to record raw accelerometer and signal
data to a microSD card. I built a framework of functions to support signal sampling,
accelerometer sampling, signal processing, microSD card data logging, and BLE
connectivity. I evaluated these functions to determine their timing, power, and memory
requirements.
I performed an auxiliary exploratory analysis of time-series laboratory data using
the Highly Comparative Time Series Analysis (HCTSA) framework to explore informative
features and their classification performance across time-series lengths. I used three
selection schemes to build classifiers based on top performing features. I developed a 7feature linear classifier for eating detection with 95.6% LOPO cross-validated balanced
accuracy.
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1. Introduction
Many people struggle to maintain a healthy food intake, and poor eating habits
contribute to chronic illnesses including diabetes, obesity, and cardiovascular disease [1].
In 2009, 70% of deaths in the US were due to chronic diseases such as these, and, in 2016,
over nine million deaths worldwide were caused by ischemic heart disease alone [2, 3]
These diseases are associated with obesity and, even when non-fatal, can lead to a lower
quality of life [4]. In addition to their negative impacts on physical health, eating-related
chronic diseases have a significant economic cost. Diabetes alone is estimated to cost the
US economy $430 billion dollars by 2023 [5]. According to a 2015 Pharmacoeconomics
article, obesity causes a $13,000 loss in productivity annually, and weight loss of just 5%
for an individual with a BMI (body mass index) of 40kg/m2 would result in a $402
reduction in annual medical costs [6].
The prevalence of obesity has more than doubled in the past 30 years, and to combat
this epidemic, researchers have been studying the causes of chronic diseases, including
their genetic, environmental, and lifestyle components. A major difficulty is accurately
monitoring the occurrence and duration of eating episodes. The most common method for
monitoring eating is self-report, often with the assistance of smartphone apps [2]. Selfreport is inaccurate, impractical for most, and not possible for those suffering from memory
disorders [2]. To develop a more effective method, substantial research has been carried
out to develop automatic eating detection using wearable sensors. An automatic dietary
monitoring (ADM) system would be more practical, remove human error in data logging,
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and aid health-science researchers in monitoring eating behavior while studying chronic
diseases.
While the market for measuring caloric output by way of physical activity is wellpopulated with wearables like Fitbit, there are no good options for measuring caloric intake
or even simply eating behavior. Over the past decade, a wide range of approaches to
monitoring food intake using a variety of sensing technologies have been explored [2];
however, there are currently no commercially available devices that perform automatic
eating detection in free-living conditions. This is in part due to the challenges inherent in
creating an ADM system that can identify 1) when an eating activity occurred, 2) the
duration of the eating activity, and 3) the quantity consumed. The ideal system would be
unobtrusive, robust, energy-efficient, and easy-to-use.
A wearable, sensor-based technology, an ADM system would be another smart
device in the rapidly-growing Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem which record, process,
and/or transmit data at a low power consumption. Extracting meaningful information from
IoT data streams is a trending topic in data science research, and due to the massive amount
of information produced by frequent sampling of a single sensor, machine learning is the
natural tool for making use of the data [7]. The data sets for this application of machine
learning are comprised of finite sets of repeated measurements of a system, a datatype
called a time series [8]. On-board feature extraction and classification of these time series
enables a smart device to perform more efficiently by transmitting data only when
necessary or transmitting only some characteristics of the data. This efficiency increase
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prolongs the battery life of a smart device, which is crucial in the development of a
wearable system for automatic eating detection.
In this thesis, I present my work toward a low-powered, wearable device for eating
detection as part of the Auracle Research group. Auracle’s first prototype uses a contact
microphone behind the ear to detect chewing sounds propagated through the wearer’s
jawbone. This signal is sampled and processed by a microcontroller embedded in the
device using a feature extraction algorithm developed through machine learning.
In the following chapters, I describe my contributions to the Auracle prototype. I
provide the Auracle group’s definition of eating and eating-episode in the second chapter,
Background, in addition to my abridged review of comparable wearable ADM devices and
my introduction to the Auracle prototype structure. In the third chapter, Implementation
and Evaluation, I explain my selection of the Texas Instruments CC26x0 Simplelink MCU
for use in the Auracle prototype and document the framework of functions I wrote to
support signal sampling, accelerometer sampling, feature extraction, SD card data logging,
and BLE connectivity. I evaluate these functions to determine their timing, memory, and
power requirements. In the fourth chapter, Data Analysis, I narrate my exploratory analysis
of contact microphone laboratory data collected by Shengjie Bi [9]. I use the Highly
Comparative Time Series Analysis (HCTSA) Matlab-based computational framework to
find informative features and characterization methods for differentiating between chewing
and non-chewing data [10]. In the final chapter, I draw conclusions and suggest future
work.
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2. Background
The first steps to developing an ADM system are defining the application
boundaries and conducting a literature review to evaluate the state of the art. In this chapter,
I provide the definition of eating and eating episode established by the Auracle research
group for their development of a wearable ADM device. I present my literature review of
previous work in this area and evaluate the performance of state-of-the-art ADM devices
based on these definitions. I introduce the Auracle prototype and give a brief overview of
its structure and function.
2.1 Eating Definitions
The Auracle research group defines eating as “an activity involving the chewing of
food that is eventually swallowed” [11]. This definition excludes the consumption of liquid
beverages which lack chewable components and chewing gum, which generally is not
swallowed.
For Auracle’s initial prototype, an eating episode is defined as “a period of time
beginning and ending with eating activity, with no internal long gaps, but separated from
each adjacent eating episode by a long gap, where a gap is a period in which no eating
activity occurs, and where long means a duration greater than a parameter δ = 15 minutes”
[11].
2.2 Literature Review
Based on these definitions, I reviewed state of the art research to evaluate previous
work in this area. Many wearable systems that use gesture recognition, visual, and/or
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acoustic approaches have been designed and built to detect eating, but each approach has
practical limitations due to its sensor requirements.
2.2.1 Gesture Recognition Approach
Gesture-based recognition approaches involve using sensors worn on the wrist or
hand to discern physical motions of eating from common hand motions. Signals from an
accelerometer embedded in a smartwatch are analyzed and classified as eating or noneating with an accuracy of 81% [12, 13]. A major drawback of this method is that eating
can only be detected when the device is placed on the hand used to eat. This means that
eating with the other, non-instrumented hand will go unrecorded, unless a device is worn
on both hands. However, instrumenting both hands limits the discreetness of the device,
doubles the cost, and is generally impractical. To maximize the likelihood that the device
is placed on the hand used for eating, the device should be worn on the user’s dominant
hand, which may feel unnatural given that most people wear watch-like devices on their
non-dominant hand.
2.2.2 Visual Approach
Photos from wearable first-person or third-person cameras can be used to detect
eating activity. Computer vision techniques can be used to automatically code and classify
photos to identify eating-related objects such as utensils and food [14, 15]. This process
may be too computationally intensive to be implemented on a discrete wearable because it
involves the processing of a photo, which is an inherently large data sample. The best
classification accuracy achieved to date is only about 70% [15]. An accurate computer
vision classifier would require a vast training data set because food and other eating objects
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come in many shapes and sizes [15]. An alternative classification approach is to send the
photos to be reviewed and classified by humans [16]. This method cannot support realtime classification and is not scalable to support a large number of devices. Regardless of
the classification method, a visual approach is also privacy invasive because other people
may be captured in the photos.
2.2.3 Acoustic Approach
Acoustic approaches involve analyzing the signal of a microphone worn around the
throat or in the ear canal. Systems using a microphone worn around the neck detect
swallowing sounds created by specific motions of the laryngopharynx with up to 96%
accuracy [17, 18]. While effective, a microphone on the throat is somewhat obtrusive and
uncomfortable. A more discrete alternative is to place a microphone inside the ear canal.
These systems have demonstrated that chewing sounds can be differentiated from talking,
humming, and other sounds with 99% in-class accuracy [19, 20]; however, the placement
of a microphone in the ear canal interferes with hearing and prohibits the user from wearing
headphones.
Combinations of these sensing technologies, such as the integration of a wearable
microphone and camera, can yield superior activity classification accuracy in free-living
conditions, but are also subject to the disadvantages of each sensor [21]. These approaches
suggest that an acoustic-based wearable with the microphone placed in a less-obtrusive
position might be a viable method for eating detection.
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2.3 Auracle Solution
The Auracle prototype, shown in Figure 1, uses a contact microphone placed on the
mastoid to detect chewing [9]. In future algorithms, chewing events can be used to identify
eating activity, which can be used to detect eating episodes. The placement of the
microphone behind the ear means the device does not impede hearing and has the potential
to be minimized into a discreet wearable (e.g. hearing aid).

Figure 1: Auracle Prototype

The device pairs with a Smartphone and runs a real-time feature extraction
algorithm on-board to decrease detection latency, minimize power usage, and increase user
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privacy. As illustrated in Figure 2, features extracted from the contact microphone signal
are transmitted to a Smartphone or pushed to a cloud where classification can be done.

Figure 2: Auracle Function Overview

The Auracle system automatically detects chewing by determining whether a
mastoid vibration is the result of chewing as an eating or non-eating event according to the
classification process designed by Shengjie Bi [9]. This classification process, depicted in
Figure 3, requires signal sampling of the contact microphone at 500Hz using an Analogto-Digital Converter (ADC) with at least 10 bits resolution. A 3-second window of samples
are grouped into 1500-value time series upon which Feature Extraction (FE) is performed.
The 8 features extracted from a time series are used in a linear regression classifier to
classify the 3-second window as eating or not-eating.

Figure 3: Auracle Classification Flowchart

As shown in Figure 2, the first two steps of this classification process, signal
sampling and feature extraction, are performed on the Auracle device. A simplified block
diagram of the hardware architecture of the Auracle device shown in Figure 4. System
design of Auracle’s initial prototype is covered more completely in the Ubicomp’18
manuscript Auracle: Detecting Eating Episodes with an Ear-Mounted Sensor [11].
8

Figure 4: Auracle Device Block Diagram

The prototype uses an off-the-shelf contact microphone, the CM-01B from
Measurement Specialties, to monitor chewing signal. This passes through an Analog Front
End (AFE), circuitry which amplifies, lowpass filters, and level-shifts the signal to the
input range of the ADC integrated within the MicroController Unit (MCU). The MCU
samples and processes the data and can record data and feature extraction results to either
the SD card or a Smartphone via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). The MCU is integrated
along with the AFE, a micro SD card socket, an ADXL362 accelerometer and a BLE
antennae on a custom printed circuit board (PCB) designed by Nicole Tobias at Clemson
University. The PCB is shown in Figure 5, and a board schematic can be found in Appendix
A along with a full bill of materials for the Auracle prototype. The ADXL362
accelerometer was embedded in the PCB to collect data which will inform future
classification algorithms. The system is powered by an ETextiles 110mAh LiPo battery and housed in a custom 3D
printed plastic enclosure as part of a head-mounted
wearable designed by Robert Halverson, the 2017-2018
Design Fellow at the Dartmouth College Thayer School
of Engineering (see Figure 2).
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Figure 5: Auracle Device

3. Implementation and Evaluation
This chapter describes the implementation of feature extraction and transmission
on the Auracle device. I selected the Texas Instruments (TI) CC26x0 Simplelink MCU to
be embedded on the Auracle PCB and used the TI-Simplelink software development kit
(SDK) to program the chip. I wrote drivers based on the SDK to build a framework of
functions for the CC26x0 which support signal sampling, accelerometer sampling, feature
extraction, SD card data logging, and feature transmission. Using this framework, I built
6 projects to evaluate the timing, memory, and power consumption requirements of each
function.
3.1 Hardware Implementation
3.1.1 Chip Selection
I determined objectives and requirements of this project to inform my selection of
an MCU for use in the Auracle device. Objectives of the wearable device were low-power
consumption, accurate data acquisition, accurate data processing, and wireless results
transmission. Requirements for the system (Table 1) were derived from the objectives and
analysis of lab data which showed that the signal from the contact microphone should be
sampled at 500Hz with 10-bits of resolution [9]. A microprocessor with a low active and
standby power draw was determined necessary to meet the low power consumption
objective. Acceptable values for the microprocessor-specific requirements (power draw
and processor speed) came from the TI-MSP430- an ultra-low power microprocessor
commonly used for signal acquisition and processing in wearable devices. A high
processing speed and sufficient SRAM were required for the main system MCU to store
and process each time series accurately. The 18kB memory requirement was based on the
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space required to hold a 1500-value, 16-bit integer array of samples, or time series,
multiplied by a “safety” factor of 3 to accommodate changes in project constraints such as
time-series length or feature extraction algorithm. The wireless data transmission and low
power consumption objectives were targeted by the requirement for on-chip Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) radio core-- a technology that transmits data via radio waves in an energyefficient manner. High ADC resolution, sampling rate, and sampling bandwidth ensure that
the signal will be sampled accurately. Additionally, an adequate analog input voltage range
was required to meet the designed output of the AFE (0-3.3 volts). The Texas Instruments’
CC26x0 Simplelink MCU was chosen as the system-on-chip for this project because it
surpassed a majority of the system requirements shown in Table 1. This single-chip
solution failed to meet the required value for low MCU standby power draw by 0.5
microamperes.
Table 1: Objectives and Requirements Matrix

The CC26x0 is a complete system-on-chip (SoC) BLE solution that combines a 2.4
GHz RF transceiver, 128 kB in-system programmable memory, 20 kB of SRAM, and a
full range of peripherals. The CC26x0 centers on an ARM Cortex-M3 as the main CPU
11

responsible for handling the application layer and incorporates an autonomous radio core
operated by an ARM Cortex-M0 processor. The RF core handles all low-level radio
control and processing associated with the physical and link layers independently of the
main processor. The CC26x0 also includes a sensor controller block which can control
certain peripherals, including the ADC, and autonomously acquire data at a lower power
cost. The Cortex-M3, Cortex-M0, and Sensor Controller each have an associated integrated
development environment (IDE) for programming and debugging. A block diagram
depicting the different CPUs with their associated software support found in Figure 6 [22].

Figure 6: CC26x0 Overview

3.1.2 CC26x0 Hardware Overview
The functional diagram of the CC26x0 in Figure 7 shows the hardware attributes used
in this project [22]. Features highlighted in green were implemented in this thesis.
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Figure 7: CC26x0 Block Diagram with Peripherals
3.1.2.1 Main CPU (Cortex-M3):
The main system CPU is an ARM 32-bit Cortex-M3 processor which has been
optimized for low-resource embedded applications and can operate at 48MHz. The
processor is memory-efficient and maximizes data storage through the utilization of
unaligned data and leveraging ARM’s Thumb-2 mixed 16- and 32-bit instruction set to
minimize program-memory footprint and ensure high code density. The instruction set
supports single-cycle multiply and hardware division, atomic bit manipulation, saturating
arithmetic, and multiply accumulate for faster signal processing. Based on a highperformance processor core, the Cortex-M3 executes Thumb instructions in a 3-stage
pipeline with separate instruction and data buses. The Cortex-M3 is extremely power
efficient, with integrated sleep modes and minimal interrupt latency. Cleverly stacked
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hardware registers and a closely integrated nested vector interrupt controller (NVIC)
provide fast, deterministic interrupt handling to reduce interrupt latency. This integration
includes sleep modes which enable the entire device to be rapidly powered down. The
NVIC facilitates low-latency exception and interrupt handling, works with the system
controller to control power management, and implements system control registers.
The Cortex-M3 implemented in the CC26x0 has core peripherals including a system
timer, NVIC, and system control block. The system timer (SysTick) is a simple 24-bit
decrementing counter that clears when written to and wraps upon reaching zero. The
Cortex-M3 system control block (SCB) provides system implementation information and
system control including configuration, control, and reporting of system exceptions.

3.1.2.2 RF Core (Cortex-M0):
The RF core is based around a Cortex-M0 processor responsible for interfacing with
the analog RF, handling data to and from the system side, and assembling bits for an RF
packet. The Cortex-M0 can autonomously handle time-critical radio protocol aspects and
communicate with the Cortex-M3 using high-level, command-based API provided by TI.
The Cortex-M0 has a dedicated 4-kB of SRAM and runs almost entirely separately from
ROM.
The Cortex-M3 and Cortex-M0 have distinct, complimentary roles to support BLE and
communicate via the command and packet engine (CPE), or radio doorbell module. The
CPE contains dedicated registers, parameters stored in any of the CC26x0 RAMs, and
interrupts to both the radio CPU and system CPU. The Cortex-M3 sends transmission,
calibration, test, and debug requests to the Cortex-M0 which independently preforms all
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necessary transactions to fulfill them without further intervention by the Cortex-M3. The
Cortex-M0 can access data and configuration parameters from the system RAM and write
back the decoded contents of a received radio packet along with status information. The
Cortex-M0 also can access the system security subsystem for confidentiality protocol and
authentication support.
Radio configuration parameters and payload are transferred through system RAM or
radio RAM. If all parameters and payload are stored in radio RAM, transmission can occur
while the Cortex-M3 is powered down. During operation, the Cortex-M0 updates
parameters and payload in RAM and can interrupt the Cortex-M3. These interrupts can be
masked to keep the Cortex-M3 in low-power mode for the duration of the radio operation.
A radio hardware abstraction layer (HAL) must be used to prevent contention or race
conditions in the RAM shared by the Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M3. RF core interfacing for
this project was done using the TI-BLE stack, a component of TI’s Simplelink Software
Development Kit.
3.1.2.3 Sensor Controller
The Sensor Controller is a digital module in the analog peripheral power domain
which can perform power and clock management of its power domain independently of the
Cortex-M3 domain. It is a lightweight RISC-style CPU that can access certain peripherals,
including the ADC and timer, while the Cortex-M3 sleeps and trigger an interrupt to wake
the Cortex-M3. The Sensor Controller stores sensor data in the 2kB of SRAM located in
the analog peripheral power domain. This is memory-mapped to the Cortex-M3 domain
and accessible by the Cortex-M3. The Sensor Controller uses far less power than the
Cortex-M3 (8 µA/MHz vs 62 µA/MHZ) and utilizes multiple power-down features, such
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as clock-stop when waiting for external events and wakeup. The Sensor Controller
automatically selects between data, input/output, and instruction interfaces based on the
instruction being used. In sleep mode, the clock is stopped, and the entire analog peripheral
power domain goes into low-power mode. Because the Sensor Controller is a slave to the
Cortex-M3, it cannot access Cortex-M3 domain peripherals or modules. Rather, the Sensor
Controller communicates with the Cortex-M3 by signaling hardware interrupts through the
Cortex-M3 event fabric. In this way, the Sensor Controller can collect and process data in
SRAM and interrupt the Cortex-M3 when necessary.
The Sensor Controller is programmed with 16-bit opcode and executes nonprefixed instructions in 2-clock cycles. TI provides Sensor Controller Studio, an integrated
tool, for developing sensor controller code. The IDE can be used to generates drivers for
the Cortex-M3 which configure and interface with the sensor controller. This includes
machine code which is copied into the analog peripheral power domain RAM from flash
by the Cortex-M3 during its initialization sequence. For proper control of power
management, all analog peripheral access by the Cortex-M3 must be done using TIprovided drivers.
3.1.2.3 Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
The CC26x0 has a 12-bit, general-purpose onboard SAR-type ADC with an 8-channel
analog mux. It can sample up to 200kSamples/s with a number of start triggers. A block
diagram of the ADC can be found in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: SAR ADC block diagram
The input stage consists of a switched-capacitor stage, where the input voltage is
sampled and held before the conversion is done.
The ADC has two primary modes of operation: synchronous and asynchronous. In
synchronous mode, the analog signal is sampled for a programmable amount of time called
the sampling duration before the analog to digital conversion is performed. This directly
affects the allowable signal bandwidth and accommodates high-impedance sources.
Sampling durations for the ADC on the CC26x0 range from 2.7 µs to 10.9ms. In
asynchronous mode, the ADC samples continuously and performs a conversion when
triggered by the start signal. This allows for jitter-free sampling in applications such as
audio sampling and is used in this implementation. Gain and offset errors were
compensated for in software.
3.2 Software Implementation
3.2.1 Simplelink SDK Overview
The CC26x0 was programmed using the TI -CC26x0 Simplelink SDK which is
comprised of a runtime operating system, peripheral drivers, BLE stack, BLE interface,
and project examples for the CC26x0.
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3.2.1.1 Runtime Operating System (TI-RTOS)
Texas Instruments provides a runtime operating system (TI-RTOS) scalable across
TI devices. It includes pre-tested and pre-integrated multitasking kernel, middleware
components, and device drivers to streamline development. The source files, pre-compiled
libraries, and board-specific examples can be downloaded from the Texas Instrument
website. The main components of TI-RTOS, called products, are the SYS/BIOS kernel,
peripheral drivers, instrumentation, and XDCtools. SYS/BIOS is the scalable, multitasking kernel capable of scheduling and synchronizing application tasks in real-time.
Complete with preemptive, deterministic multi-threading, hardware abstraction, memory
and power management, real-time analysis and configuration tools, the SYS/BIOS kernel
minimizes memory and CPU requirements. TI-RTOS includes peripheral drivers which
utilize a common framework and are thread-safe for use with the TI-RTOS Kernel.
XDCtools contain the underlying tools for configuring and building TI-RTOS and
components as well as modules and runtime APIs which are leveraged for memory
allocation, logging, system control, and more. XDCtools is also known as Real Time
Software Components (RTSC).
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The SYS/BIOS program runs with four basic
thread types: hardware interrupts (HWI), software
interrupts (SWI), tasks, and idle. The priority level of
these threads is illustrated in Figure 9. SWIs and tasks
have up to 32 priority levels each which can be set
during thread initialization. Hardware interrupt
threads result from external asynchronous events and
hold the highest priority in the SYS/BIOS scheduler.
Once initiated, HWIs run to completion but can be
Figure 9: SYS/BIOS Thread Priorities

preempted by other HWIs. HWIs should be used for

processing hardware interrupts with deadlines down to the 5-microsecond range where data
may be overwritten. To minimize interrupt latency, HWI functions should post software
interrupt threads to perform lower-priority processing. SWIs are patterned after hardware
interrupts to provide an additional priority level between tasks and hardware interrupts.
Triggered programmatically by calling corresponding APIs, SWI threads have less-severe
deadlines than HWIs but are subject to time constraints. Like HWIs, SWIs always run to
completion once initiated and allow HWIs to defer less-critical processing to a lowerpriority thread. This minimizes time spent in an interrupt handler where other HWIs may
be disabled. All input needed by a SWI’s function should be ready at the time of posting.
If function interdependencies and data sharing requirements are more complex, a Task
thread should be used. Task threads have priority between SWI and Idle threads and can
wait for another event, such as resource availability. Unlike memory-efficient SWIs which
only require space sufficient for context storage, each task requires a separate stack for
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each thread, but can be paused during execution until necessary resources become
available. The idle loop, or Idle thread executes at the lowest priority and runs continuously
until preempted by higher-priority threads. Idle threads are run when the system has unused
processor time and can be used for noncritical housekeeping tasks or putting the CortexM3 into a lower-power sleep mode.
The SYS/BIOS contains clock and timer functions that call trigger SWIs and HWIs,
respectively. Clock functions can run at a rate based on a multiple of the interrupt rate of
the peripheral driving clock tick. These can be run periodically or just once and are run as
SWIs. Timer threads are run in the context of an HWI and inherit priority of a timer
peripheral interrupt. As such, timer threads should do the minimum necessary to complete
the required task and post a SWI for any lengthy processing.
3.2.1.2 Drivers
TI-RTOS includes peripheral drivers designed to work with the SYS/BIOS kernel.
The drivers are based on a common framework for static configuration and for a set of
APIs implemented. To initialize a driver, the application must first allocate data storage
and then define a set of data structures with the specific hardware attributes. This
application-driver hierarchy design facilitates scalable driver additions and enhancements
while providing a consistent application programming interface. Applications interface
with drivers through a top-level driver interface configured by a set of data structures which
specify lower-level driver implementations. First, a null-terminated array of configuration
elements for the driver are called. These elements can then be populated by pointers to a
driver implementation’s function table, object, and hardware attributes data structures. The
function table for a peripheral is defined by the specific driver implementation for the
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device, but data object and hardware attribute structures must be defined by the application
for each implementation of a peripheral. Data objects store driver variables and should be
accessed exclusively by the driver. Hardware attribute structures specify implementationspecific constants such as peripheral base addresses, interrupt vectors, and GPIO pins.
Drivers are linked to the project in the configuration file and only code called by the
application from the driver library is compiled and linked in the executable. Default
configuration, used in this thesis, is to use non-instrumented libraries.
3.2.1.3 BLE Stack
TI provides a complete software stack for developing BLE applications called
Bluetooth Low Energy stack Software Development Kit (BLE-SDK). It contains APIs and
drivers used to interface with the on-chip radio. The stack separates radio controller and
host functionality in emulation of classic Bluetooth basic rate/enhanced data rate
implementation. Profiles and applications exist on the Generic Access Profile (GAP) and
Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) layers of the BLE protocol stack. The relationship
between the GAP and GATT and their subcomponents is depicted in Figure 10.
The controller is comprised of
three main modules also depicted in
Figure 10: the physical layer, the link
layer, and the host-controller interface.
The physical layer consists of the
physical radio, a 1-Mbps adaptive
frequency-hopping Gaussian frequency© 2010–2016, Texas Instruments Incorporated
Figure 10: BLE-SDK Block Diagram

shift keying radio, which operates in the
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2.4 GHz band-- an unlicensed section for industrial, scientific, and medial (ISM)
communications. The link layer sets the radio’s
connectivity to one of the five possible RF states shown
in Figure 11: standby, advertising, scanning, initiating, or
connected (Slave/Master). In advertising mode, the
device will transmit data without connection. In scanning
Figure 11: BLE Connectivity States

mode, the device scans for advertisers. When an

advertiser is discovered, the device moves into initiating mode as it responds to the
advertiser with a connection request. If the advertiser accepts both advertiser and initiator
enter the connected state, with the initiator as the master and the advertiser the slave. Above
the physical and link layers of the controller, the host control interface (HCI) allows for the
host and controller interaction via software API or hardware interface with UART, SPI, or
USB communication.
As illustrated in Figure 10, the host is comprised of five modules. The link logical
control and adaption protocol (L2CAP) layer encapsulates data for upper layers to support
logical end-to-end data communication. The security manager (SM) defines pairing and
key distribution methodology and provides functions for other layers to securely connect
and exchange data with another device. The GAP layer directly interfaces with the
application and/or profiles to handle device discovery and connection-related services for
the device, including security features. The attribute protocol layer allows a device to
expose specific pieces of data (attributes) to another device. The generic attribute protocol
(GATT) layer is a service framework that defines the sub-procedures for using the attribute
protocols. Data communications that occur between two BLE-connected devices are
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handled through GATT sub-procedures, and the application and profiles directly use
GATT.
3.2.1.4 Indirect Call Module (ICall)
A BLE application can interface with the BLE-stack
services using the Indirect Call module (ICall) provided in
the Simplelink SDK. As illustrated in Figure 12, ICall spans
the boundary of the BLE-stack and application images in
FLASH memory. The BLE-Stack is a stand-alone project
compiled independently of the application project, and its
Figure 12: ICall BLE Abstraction

image is loaded in a specific place in the chip’s FLASH
memory. The ICall module is included and compiled with the application but contains a
library of BLE-stack function entry addresses which allow it to run BLE-stack functions.
ICall also manages Task thread synchronization and dynamic memory allocation.
3.2.2 Software Development Tools
3.2.2.1 Sensor Controller Studio
Sensor Controller Studio is the GUI tool TI provides for writing, testing, and
debugging code for the sensor controller on the CC26x0 and other Simplelink devices.
Code is written in a C-like programming language and examples are provided. Sensor
Controller Studio features a full toolchain with a built-in compiler and assembler which
generate source files containing the firmware image and interface APIs. These drivers are
compatible with TI-RTOS and can be imported directly to a Code Composer Studio project
and added to an application. This software also supports sensor controller task testing and
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debugging including graphical visualizations of sensor data in the analog peripheral power
domain.
3.2.2.2 Code Composer Studio
TI provides an integrated development environment (IDE) called Code Composer
Studio targeted for embedded project design applications on TI embedded processors,
including the CC26x0. The IDE is based on unmodified versions of the Eclipse framework
and includes an optimizing C/C++ compiler, source code editor, and build environment.
Code Composer Studio also features low-level JTAG-based debugging. Code Composer
Studio can be downloaded onto computers running Windows, OS X, or Linux. In 2015, TI
created CCS Cloud which provides the full functionality of Code Composer Studio through
an internet browser. CCS cloud uses a browser plug-in to communicate with the MCU.
I developed projects for the CC6x0 using CCS version 8 on a Windows machine
with a TI-CC26x0 Launchpad board. A complete list of implemented hardware and
software versions can be found in Appendix C. Programs for the Auracle device were
primarily developed and debugged on the Launchpad
with

supporting

Sparkfun

microSD

and

accelerometer breakout boards to prevent damaging
the custom PCBs and to facilitate hardware
oscilloscope debugging. Programs were loaded onto
the Auracle device using a custom adaptor shown in
Figure 13 designed by Nicole Tobias at Clemson
Figure 13: Programming the Auracle Device

University.
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3.2.3 Implemented Software Architecture
A simplified block diagram of the hardware of the Auracle device is presented in
Figure 14. The full schematic can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 14: Simplified Hardware Schematic

The Cortex-M3, Cortex-M0, and Sensor Controller are all subcomponents of the
CC26x0 which communicate via shared memory and interrupts. The SD card and ADXL
are separate chips which communicate as slaves with the Cortex-M3 via SPI. SPI
communication requires four lines of communication: MISO, used by the slave to
communicate with the master; MOSI, used by the master to communicate to the slave,
SCK, the synchronized clock output by the master, and CS, the chip select line which
determines with slave is being addressed. On the Auracle device, the MISO, MOSI, and
SCK lines are shared by the SD card and ADXL, depicted as blue lines in Figure 14. The
chip select lines are separate for each chip and shown as red and orange lines.
I developed multiple software programs for the CC26x0 to support the various
requirements of the Auracle prototype. These programs were combinations of five basic
functionalities which are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: Software Functionalities Descriptions

Functionality
Signal Sampling
Accelerometer Sampling
Signal Processing
SD card Data Logging
BLE Connectivity

Description
Sample contact mic signal at 500Hz
Sample acceleration at 90Hz
Extract 8 features from time series of 1500 values
Write all accelerometer and signal data to SD card
Transmit classification result to smartphone via BLE

A visual representation of each functionality is provided in Figure 15. The colored
arrows represent data connections between MCU functionalities.

Figure 15: Relationship of Software Functionalities

The red arrow represents the signal sampling functionality which samples the
contact mic signal at 500Hz and stores 1500 samples in system SRAM. The orange arrow
represents the accelerometer sampling functionality which samples the acceleration using
the ADXL at 90Hz and stores 405 samples in system SRAM. The signal processing
functionality, depicted as a green arrow, extracts 8 features from a time series consisting
of 1500 signal samples stored in SRAM and saves extracted feature values back to SRAM.
The grey arrow represents the SD card data logging functionality which saves ADC
samples and ADXL samples to the microSD card in separate files. The BLE connectivity
functionality, depicted as a blue arrow, transmits features to a Smartphone.
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I built drivers based on the Simplelink SDK to support these functionalities. A
hierarchy of functionalities and their supporting drivers can be seen in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Software Hierarchy

The bottom layer, Tier IV, is comprised of the TI Simplelink SDK which includes
the TI-BLE stack. Tier III shows that the sensor controller, SD card, accelerometer, and
BLE drivers are based on the Simplelink SDK and the signal processing (feature extraction
and classification algorithm) driver stands independently. These drivers support the
functionalities shown on Tier II: signal sampling, accelerometer sampling, signal
processing, SD card data logging, and BLE connectivity. Each Auracle application
program (Tier I) is a combination of these functionalities.
I implemented functionalities as the standardized framework of functions run on
the Cortex-M3 summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: Cortex-M3 Functions
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Functionalities that require hardware interfacing have an initialization function of
the form functionality_init which configures the relevant pins and initializes and starts
relevant processors. Initialization functions are called during startup and run only once.
Execution functions with the form functionality_Fxn are run periodically in the context of
a Task thread. Code for functions in Table 3 can be found in Appendix C.
3.2.3.1 Signal Sampling
The contact microphone signal was sampled using the Sensor Controller on the
Simplelink MCU to minimize power consumption. Sensor Controller Studio was used to
generate a driver to interface with the Sensor Controller, including an image to be loaded
onto the Sensor Controller at startup. The image contains a program for the Sensor
Controller which initializes the ADC to operate asynchronously with a sampling duration
of 2.7 µs and capture a 12-bit sample upon a clock interrupt set to trigger every 2ms for a
500Hz sampling rate. Samples are stored as unsigned, 16-bit integers in the Sensor
Controller SRAM. The 2kB of SRAM allocated for the Sensor Controller must hold the
program code (image) in addition to sample data, so the Sensor Controller sample data
buffer is limited to 790 values. The Sensor Controller is setup to alert the Cortex-M3 when
750 values have been acquired. The SignalSampling_init function loads this image onto
the Sensor Controller and registers callback functions for interrupts. To aggregate a full
1500-value time series in SRAM, the Sensor Controller must wake up the Cortex-M3
twice. Upon wakeup, the SignalSampling_Fxn function is called. In the function, the
interrupt (SC_Alert) is cleared, and sample values are moved from the Sensor Controller
buffer. The Sensor Controller’s signal sampling is continuous, and if the Cortex-M3 were
unable to move data from the samples buffer before 790 total samples filled the buffer
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space, the Sensor Controller would continue sampling and overwrite the oldest data. The
Sensor Controller never overflows its buffer because the sampling rate is 500Hz and the
Cortex-M3 transfers 750 values every 1.5 seconds.
3.2.3.2 Accelerometer Sampling
The driver for the accelerometer sampling functions hooks into the SPI driver
provided in the Simplelink-SDK to communicate with the ADXL362. In the
AccelSampling_init function, the SPI driver is initialized and configured to communicate
across the appropriate output pins. Then, the ADXL362 is setup to autonomously and
continuously collect data at a 90Hz sampling rate and to store data in its FIFO. The FIFO
is configured to hold 510 values, which correspond to 170 data sets of x, y, and z axis data.
In the AccelSampling_Fxn function,
data is retrieved from the FIFO in 2-byte
bursts and decoded according to Figure
17. Each 12-bit data point stored as a
pair of 8-bit integers which encode the
Figure 17: Decoding an ADXL FIFO read

data type (axis of measurement) and its

12-bit signed value. First, the two 8-bit integers are concatenated into a single 16-bit value.
Then, the data type bits are masked over with the sign extension bit. Data is stored in 2’s
complement, so it is necessary to use the sign extension bits for masking rather than a fixed
value. The Cortex-M3 calls the AccelSampling_Fxn function to collect, decode, and store
all new data ready in the ADXL’s FIFO when it receives an interrupt from the sensor
controller every 1.5 seconds. This means all 135 new data sets, or 405 individual valuepairs, are read from the ADXL FIFO every 1.5 seconds, so the FIFO never exceeds its 510-
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value limit. If the Cortex-M3 were unable to retrieve data, the ADXL would continue
collecting data and write over oldest data first.
3.2.3.3 Signal Processing
The Feature Extraction for CLassification (FECL) driver which supports the signal
processing functionality is my implementation of the 2017 feature extraction algorithms
designed by Shengjie Bi at Dartmouth College. Development of the classifier is explained
in detail in Auracle: Towards a Wearable Device for Eating Detection and in the Data
Analysis chapter of this thesis [9]. Implemented features are summarized in Table 4:
Table 4: Implemented Feature Descriptions

Code for calculating each feature was translated from Python to C and optimized
for the Cortex-M3 to minimize timing and computation requirements. One optimization
was saving intermediary values, such as the mean of a time series, for reuse in the extraction
of multiple features. Another optimization was the parallelization of non-interfering
features done by tracking various characteristics in a single pass through the data rather
than in separate functions. For example, count above mean and absolute sum of changes
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were non-interfering features that could be extracted in the same for-loop. Simplified C
code detailing their integration is detailed in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Feature Extraction Optimization

In the non-optimized version (left), each feature is extracted by a dedicated function
which loops through the time series. In the optimized version (right), the tracking counts
for each feature have been moved into a single loop, where they are extracted in parallel.
The SignalProcess_Fxn is the optimized integration of these feature extraction functions.
Results of feature extraction algorithm implementations were validated with three
time-series test files to ensure consistency across platforms. Extracted feature results in C
were considered correct if they were within 0.1% of the expected value calculated using
Python.

Comparisons of feature values across platforms can be found in Table 5;

differences of exactly 0 are highlighted in green and non-zero differences in yellow. All
feature implementations in C had minimum 99.96% accuracy.
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Table 5: Feature Extraction Validation

3.2.3.4 SD card Data Logging
The SD card driver hooks into the SDFatFS, GPIO, and SPI drivers included as part
of the Simplelink SDK to provide SD card data logging functionality. The SDcard_init
function initializes the SDFatFS and GPIO drivers for use with an SD card. To simplify
the driver interface for future programmers, the SDcard_init function also maps FATFS
API to comparable standard input/output C commands. In the SDcard_writedata function,
the SD card driver is used to mount a FATFS filesystem and write ADC and ADXL data
to separate files. The SD card driver releases the SPI driver when not in use to prevent
interference with the accelerometer driver, which shares MISO, MOSI, and SCK lines.
3.2.3.5 BLE Connectivity
The BLE driver hooks into the ICall module and GAProle Task provided as part of
the Simplelink SDK to configure BLE connection parameters and transmit data. The BLE
initialization function, BLE_init, first registers the application with ICall to enable the
application to access functions defined in the BLE stack. It then sets the GAProle
parameters for connectivity, configures device bonding, and registers GATT services to
the profile. The initialization function also creates the queue used for inter-task
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communication and starts BLE advertising. As shown in Figure 19, BLE connectivity
requires two parallel tasks to be run alongside the main Auracle task. The GAProle Task
thread tracks and handles changes in the connectivity state. The ICall Task thread retrieves
and runs functions from the BLE-stack
which are stored in an external image. The
BLE_transmitdata

function

updates

characteristics in the GATT structure and
Figure 19: BLE Structure

alerts the ICall task to notify paired devices

of the new information. Feature transmission over BLE was implemented by incorporating
the Signal Sampling and Signal Processing functionalities into a modified version of the
Heart Rate Profile example provided as part of the Simplelink SDK. The Heart Rate Profile
is a BLE standard profile designed for streaming low-speed data at a low power cost with
the GATT structure shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Heart Rate Profile GATT Structure

The BLE_transmitdata function updates the measurement characteristic of the Heart Rate
Service with the features of the most recent time series. The device can pair with a
Smartphone using BLE discovery apps such as the LightBlue PunchThrough app available
for both Android and iOS.
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3.2.3.6 Functionality Integration
I developed programs for the Auracle
device by modifying example projects provided
as part of the Simplelink SDK. I constructed a
base project to combine the signal sampling,
accelerometer sampling, signal processing, and
SD card data logging functionalities in a single
TI-RTOS task thread. Simplified pseudocode of
the base project task function is shown in Figure

Figure 21: Auracle Task Function Pseudocode

21, and implemented code is provided in Appendix C. When the TI-RTOS scheduler calls
the task function, it performs the required initializations during startup and then pends on
an event interrupt from the Sensor Controller (SC_Alert). While the Auracle task is
pending, the scheduler executes an idle task which puts the Cortex-M3 into a low-power
state until an interrupt is received. The Idle task and sleep modes are defined by the power
policy driver provided by TI as part of the Simplelink SDK. In Auracle’s projects, the
standby power policy is used because it is the most aggressive policy available.
A simplified timing chart showing the interrupt alerts between processors if all
functionalities were to be run simultaneously is shown in Figure 22. It is only meant to
depict interactions and is not to scale.
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Figure 22: Auracle Timing Chart

The lightning bolts represent communication between the different processors. The
ADXL is separated from the others because it physically is a separate chip. The CortexM3 calls all initialization functions during startup and then sleeps until interrupted by the
Cortex-M0 or the Sensor Controller. When interrupted by the Sensor Controller, the
Cortex-M3 calls the Signal Sampling execution function, SignalSampling_Fxn to retrieve
ADC

data,

followed

by

the

Accelerometer

Sampling

execution

function,

AccelSampling_Fxn to read ADXL data. Both the Sensor Controller and the ADXL have
been initialized to continuously sample and do not pause sampling during this data transfer.
With appropriate data loaded, the Cortex-M3 can call the SignalProcess_Fxn to
extract features from the signal. To record results, the Cortex-M3 can call
SDcard_writedata function to record raw ADC and ADXL data. Alternatively, the CortexM3 can submit results to the Cortex-M0 for transmission to a Smartphone via BLE using
the BLE_transmitdata function. The Cortex-M3 may also receive interrupts from the
Cortex-M0 to process important status updates such as changes in GAProle pairing state,
shown as the blue block labeled Process BLE in Figure 22.
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3.3 Evaluation
I evaluated the functions I wrote for the Auracle device to determine their timing,
power, and memory requirements. Because the Cortex-M3 is the only processor involved
in multiple functionalities, timing requirement for a functionality was defined as the
amount of time required by the Cortex-M3 to complete its execution function. For the
signal sampling functionality, it was only the time required to read in data from the Sensor
Controller SRAM. Similarly, for accelerometer sampling, it was the time required to read
in data from the ADXL’s FIFO. For SD card data logging, it was the time required to write
data to the SD card. For BLE connectivity, it was the time spent updating the GATT
characteristic.
3.3.1 Methodology
I built a simple project to evaluate each functionality by integrating it with Signal
Sampling functionality. I also evaluated an additional project which combined Signal
Sampling, Accelerometer Sampling, and SD card data logging functionalities because it
was used for data collection. Descriptions of each evaluation project and incorporated
functions are provided in Table 6.
Table 6: Evaluation Projects
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To measure timing requirements, an output pin was toggled before and after the
relevant execution function, and an oscilloscope was used to measure the amount of time
the output pin was high (pulse duration). The length of time of the initialization function
was not measured because it is only run once so its duration is unimportant. The major
timing constraint of functions was set by the interruption of the sensor controller. Execution
functions are called every 1.5 seconds when new data is ready, so they must take less than
1.5 seconds to run.
Memory requirements were reported by Code Composer Studio at build time and
recorded both as raw kB and as a percentage of the chip’s memory.
To evaluate power consumption, the Auracle PCB was connected to a Monsoon
High Voltage Power Monitor which measured current and power consumption at a
sampling rate of 5kHz. The additional power requirement of each project was calculated
relative to the Signal Sampling evaluation project because the signal sampling functionality
was used in all projects. Data from the Monsoon was exported to a CSV file and further
analyzed in MatLab.
The base power consumption of the Auracle PCB with
the Cortex-M3 in standby mode and all other processors powered

Table 7: Base Auracle Power
Draw

off was measured to be 14.1mW. This reflects the power draw of
the sleeping MCU, LED, AFE, and other small draws such as the
voltage divider. The power draw of these subcomponents, shown in Table 7, was calculated
by hand using the PCB schematic in Appendix A and relevant spec sheets.
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3.3.2 Results
Table 8 summarizes the timing, power, and memory requirements of each
functionality.
Table 8: Results Summary

3.3.2.1 Timing Requirements
A bar chart comparing the mean and maximum timing requirements of all
functionalities is shown in Figure 24. The BLE data transmit function required the least
amount of time to execute, only 9.8µs, because it handles the least amount of data. The
execution function only requires the Cortex-M3 to move the 8 features in memory and set
a flag for transmission. However, this value does not reflect the total time requirement for
BLE connectivity; the Cortex-M3 performs other functions to maintain the connection and
process updates which could not be measured with this methodology. The signal sampling
execution function was the second shortest function, requiring 848µs because it just moves
1500 values from one on-chip memory location to another. Both BLE data transmission
and signal sampling were relatively quick, and their timing requirement is too small to be
seen in Figure 23, a bar chart comparing the mean and maximum timing requirement of all
functionalities.
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Figure 23: Timing Requirement Comparison

Accelerometer sampling was the fastest of the longer functionality execution
functions. It took the Cortex-M3 6.48ms to read in 405 values from the ADXL362 via a
series of 811 SPI transmissions accomplished in 406 bursts. Signal processing required
130.2ms to extract 8 features from the 1500 values of signal data. SD card data logging
functions were the longest, requiring 127ms to write the signal data (1500 values), and
additional 57ms to write accelerometer data (405 values). Time required to log data does
not increase linearly with the number of values recorded; there is a fixed overhead of time
required to open a file. This is why the logging of signal data takes only 84µs per value,
while writing accelerometer data requires 140µs per value written. Accelerometer data is
stored as a signed 16-bit integer and signal data is stored as an unsigned 16-bit integer. All
functions were well within the 1.5-second timing constraint required by the Sensor
Controller interrupt.
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3.3.2.2 Memory Requirements
The memory requirements for both FLASH and SRAM usage of the chip are
summarized in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Functionality Memory Requirement

The smallest project was the signal sampling project which used only 12.3% of
FLASH and 57.3% of SRAM. The signal processing project used slightly more SRAM
(14.6%) to store extracted features, and substantially more FLASH (19%). The
accelerometer sampling program required 65.3% of SRAM, which included the
accelerometer data and SPI driver used to communicate with the ADXL. The SD card data
logging project with the accelerometer data required an additional 7.1% of SRAM whereas
the SD card data logging project required an additional 10.6% of SRAM compared to the
signal sampling project. This is because the SPI driver is used in the accelerometer
sampling project, so there is less marginal memory usage. The inclusion of the SD card
does require a substantial amount of FLASH memory – an additional 21%. The BLE
Connectivity project also required a significant portion of FLASH, 47.8% to store the BLE
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stack image and other BLE drivers. The BLE project used 63.9% of SRAM with only
10.9kB because 3kB of SRAM has been allocated for the doorbell module to communicate
with the Cortex-M0.
3.3.2.3 Power Consumption
Figure 25 shows the graphs of the power consumption of Auracle device running
the signal sampling, acceleration sampling, and signal processing evaluation programs.
The spikes in power consumption occur when the Cortex-M3 is awake and executing the
SignalSampling_Fxn, AccelSampling_Fxn, and SignalProcess_Fxn functions. In the 1.5
seconds between spikes, the Cortex-M3 is in a low-power sleep mode, awaiting an interrupt
from the sensor controller. In the signal processing program (bottom), every other peak is
wide because data is processed every 3 seconds (i.e. after two 1.5-second signal sampling
periods). The narrow peaks are execution of the signal sampling function, and identical to
the peaks of the top project which is expected because they are both associated with the
execution of the SignalSampling_Fxn function.
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Figure 25: Power Consumption Graphs

The base power consumption of the device with the Cortex-M3 inactive and the
sensor controller sampling is about 16mW for all these projects. The accelerometer
sampling project has a slightly higher base power draw to power the ADXL362, but it is
insignificant at the scale of these graphs because the ADXL362 consumes less than 6µW
(5.94µW) to sample at 90Hz. The sensor controller draws 576µW to sample at 500Hz, and
the Cortex-M3 consumes 3.3µW while in standby power mode. The program’s base
consumption is 1.9mW higher than the 14.1mW consumption of the PCB with the CortexM3 in standby. This suggests that the power policy driver has set the Cortex-M3 to the idle
power mode between sensor controller alerts. The idle power mode is required to maintain
power to the auxiliary domain which includes the sensor controller and ADC.
A subsection of the power consumption graphs of the signal sampling,
accelerometer sampling, and signal processing projects are overlaid in Figure 26 to
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compare power spikes. The graph is meant only to show the width and magnitude of each
spike and not to illustrate the sequence of the functionalities.

Figure 26: Power Consumption Comparison

Signal sampling, plotted in blue, has a short, small spike, only 0.84ms wide which
matches the timing requirement of the SignalSampling_Fxn function. The spike is shorter
than expected, only 22.67mW tall. The Cortex-M3 draws 8.9mW while operating at
48MHz, so this spike should be around 24.9mW. This discrepancy is likely an optimization
of the power policy, such as the use of the Direct Memory Access (DMA) peripheral. The
accelerometer sampling project, plotted in red, has peaks 7.35ms in width because it is the
time required by both the SignalSampling_Fxn and the AccelSample_Fxn. Its power
consumption spike is 26.36mW at most because SPI communication requires the toggling
of GPIO pins. The additional power consumption of the accelerometer sampling evaluation
project is 0.15mW higher than the signal sampling project. One of the wide peaks of the
signal processing program is plotted in yellow. Its maximum is 24.84mW, much closer to
the expected power consumption of the device with the Cortex-M3 awake and processing.
The width of the signal processing peak is 75.3ms represents the combined duration of the
SignalSampling_Fxn and SignalProcess_Fxn, and the marginal power consumption for the
project is 0.73mW.
The SD data logging function was evaluated using two projects: one to write only
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signal data and one to write both signal and accelerometer data. The power consumption
for these programs is graphed in Figure 27.

Figure 27: SD card Data Logging Power Consumption

The groups of large spikes in these graphs are the execution of the
SDcard_writedata functions every 1.5 seconds. Each spike signifies some SD card write
command over SPI, and groups are followed by a smaller peak. This peak is not part of the
SDcard_writedata function and could be caused by some post-communication process of
the SD card. Data logging without the accelerometer required significantly less power,
35.21mW as compared to 46.90mW overall. This was because the Cortex-M3 spent less
time writing data to the SD card (127ms vs 184ms). These programs have a marginal power
consumption of 19.3mW and 20.7mW, respectively, which reflects failure of the power
policy driver to put the Cortex-M3 in idle mode between sensor controller alerts. The
Cortex-M3 is constantly awake, drawing an almost 10mW of power constantly which pulls
the base power consumption from 16mW to 30mW with the inclusion of the SD card which
pulls 4mW. Again, the power draw of the accelerometer (6µW) makes an insignificant
contribution to the base power draw. If the power policy driver were incorporated
successfully, the power consumption of these projects would be closer to 18mW.
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The power consumption of BLE connectivity is plotted in Figure 28.

Figure 28: BLE Power Consumption

Each small spike is a connection event, in which the Auracle device transmits status
data to the Smartphone according to standard BLE protocol. Using the radio consumes
significant of power, with these spikes drawing 35mW on average. The extra spike
highlighted in purple is the execution of the SignalSampling_Fxn, when the Cortex-M3
wakes up to move data from the Sensor Controller. The green circle highlights the
execution of the SignalSampling_Fxn, SignalProcess_Fxn, and BLE_transmitdata
functions- a total of 75.3ms in duration. The base power draw for this project is 19.2mW,
3mW higher than the base power consumption of the signal sampling evaluation project.
This is due to the continued operation of the Cortex-M0 to manage the BLE connection.
Assuming 21.79mW is required to run the BLE connectivity project on the Auracle PCB
and power the contact microphone, the battery life of the Auracle prototype would be
slightly more than 16 hours.
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4. Data Analysis
Once I had implemented feature extraction and transmission on the Auracle device,
I used Matlab to conduct an exploratory analysis of a database of 260 laboratory data files
previously collected by Shengjie Bi with the contact microphone. After analyzing the
spectral distribution of the database as a whole, I downsampled, detrended, and parsed each
data file to construct four datasets of 3, 5, 8, and 12 -second time series. Using the HCTSA
framework, I performed mass feature extraction on each database and ranked features by
their efficacy in differentiating between eating and not-eating time series. To investigate
the importance of time-series length, I grouped top features by characterization method and
compared their performance across datasets. Using three schemes, I selected from the top
features of each dataset and constructed classifiers to evaluate their performance.
4.1 Background
Grouping repeated measurements into a time series is a method used in many data
science applications including astrophysics, medicine, ecology, and economics [23, 24]. In
other literature, the term time series may refer to a signal and its subsections are called
windows [8]. Analysis and classification of time series is either instance-based, which
looks for temporal patterns relating the position and magnitude of individual measurements
within a time series, or feature-based, which represents each time series by a set of its
extracted attributes, or features [25]. Feature-based classification is more robust because it
transforms data onto a mapping which amplifies information relevant to the desired task.
In feature-based analysis, each time series is treated as a single observation, so the
problem of extracting meaningful information from a continuous signal shifts to
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determining informative features from a data set of time series [10]. To find features of a
dataset, a large number of operations are performed on each time series, illustrated as O(ts )
i

in Figure 29. Operations which yield bad (non-real) values for any time series, represented
by red boxes in Figure 29, are removed. The remaining good (real-value) operation results,
depicted as green boxes, are features.

Figure 29: Time-series Data Analysis

A difficulty in feature-based analysis is determining what operations to use on a
time series to produce features [24]. This problem has been addressed by various software
packages and frameworks which include a premade set of operations that can be used to
extract features. These operations can be grouped by characterization methods. For
example, distribution is a characterization method, and autocorrelation with a lag of 1 is an
operation to calculate a feature. Other distribution-type operations include the standard
deviation and range. Time Series FeatuRe Extraction on the basis of Scalable Hypothesis
(TSFresh) is a Python package which includes over 700 default operations of 63 different
characterization methods [26]. The Highly Comparative Time Series Analysis (HCTSA)
computational framework built by Ben Fulcher, PhD, hooks into preexisting Matlab
toolboxes and includes over 7,700 default operations of 1,064 characterization methods.
HCTSA was used in this thesis to characterize time series data [10].
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4.2 Data Collection Description
Data was collected, analyzed, and

Table 9: Summary of Activities

used to build a classifier for eating detection
in the WearSys’17 Auracle paper: Towards a
Wearable Device for Eating Detection.
Twenty participants were asked to do 13
activities over 12 minutes while wearing the
contact microphone on their mastoid bone. Table 9 summarizes the activities and duration
done by each participant [9]. The contact microphone was sampled using a data acquisition
device (Measurement Computing USB-1608G DAQ) with a 20 kHz sampling rate. This
data was analyzed using the TSFresh Python package to extract 738 features [26]. A linear
classifier was developed with 90.9% accuracy using 8 simple, primarily temporal features
that could be extracted on the Auracle device over 3-second windows with a 500Hz
sampling rate [9]. Information about features selected for this classifier and details of its
implementation are described in Chapter 3: Implementation and Evaluation.
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4.3 Data Analysis Overview
I conducted a second, separate analysis of this data using HCTSA to explore the
importance of complex features not included in TSFresh, and to determine the dependence
of feature importance on time-series length. This analysis was carried out in three stages
illustrated in the flowchart in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Data Analysis Flowchart

Samples of the contact microphone collected by the DAQ in lab were aggregated
into an HCTSA-compatible Matlab database. In preprocessing, this database was
downsampled, detrended, and parsed into 4 datasets according to time-series length. Mass
feature extraction were performed on each dataset. Then, normalization, analysis of top
features, and feature selection was performed on each dataset in the Feature Analysis stage.
For the Classifier Evaluation stage, each dataset was iteratively split into training and
testing subsets according to Leave-One-Person-Out (LOPO) methodology. Classifiers
constructed of features from the Feature Analysis stage were trained and evaluated based
on balanced classification accuracy of the testing subset.
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4.4 Preprocessing
Prior to processing the data, the frequency content of all raw lab data was explored.
A 512-bin spectrogram was constructed with windows set to group samples from all
participants by activity. Window size ranged from 9.6 million samples to 240 million
samples depending on activity duration (Table 9). The magnitude of each frequency bin is
shown from low (blue) to high (yellow), for each of the 13 activities as rows of the
spectrogram in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Spectrogram of 20kHz Data

The spectrogram shows that the data has no significant high-frequency
components; all of the yellow (large-magnitude) frequency bins are to the left, towards the
low-frequency end of the spectrum. A second spectrogram, Figure 32, was made to show
only frequencies with magnitudes above -20dB in greater detail.
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Figure 32: Spectrogram of Significant 20kHz Data

Frequency magnitudes in Figure 32 are shown as colors from dark blue (-20dB) to
yellow (30dB). The orange line, located at 197Hz, separates magnitudes above 0Hz (left)
from insignificant magnitudes (right). Assuming that 197Hz is the maximum frequency of
interest for this application, Nyquist theory suggests the required minimal sampling rate
for recording this type of data is 394Hz.
4.4.1 Downsample
Although 394Hz was determined to be the required sampling rate, 500Hz was
chosen as the new sampling rate to provide consistency with previous analysis in the
Wearsys’17 Auracle paper [9]. This much lower sampling rate meets Nyquist sampling
criteria determined from the spectrogram (Figure 32), so it preserves signal information.
Additionally, it decreased the size of the database by a factor of 40, from 576 million
samples (4.3GB) to 14.4 million samples (107.5 MB), which helped to expedite data
analysis through reduced computation time.
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The Matlab ‘resample’ function was used to downsample the data from 20kHz to
500Hz. The function applies an antialiasing Finite Impulse Response (FIR) lowpass filter
and compensates for filter delay.
4.4.2 Detrend
The downsampled data of each activity were plotted by participant for further
analysis. Most of the data was centered around 1.3 volts, but the data from 4 participants
were centered about zero due to a minor inconsistency in the data acquisition setup. This
issue was resolved by applying the Matlab ‘detrend’ function which removed the best
straight-line fit from each activity for each participant. Figure 33 shows a comparison of
the data before and after detrending. The ‘eat bar’ data for each of the 20 participants is
plotted as colored lines.

Figure 33: Downsampled Data

Before detrending, activity files are centered about both 0 and 1.3 volts as shown
in the upper graph of Figure 33. After detrending, data from all participants maintains its
original magnitude, but is centered about zero, as shown in the lower graph of Figure 33.
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This is important for accurate frequency analysis because it prevents spillage of the voltage
offset into low-frequency bins.
The downsampled, detrended data was then

Table 10: Dataset Time-series Lengths

parsed into time series of 3, 5, 8, and 16 seconds to
produce four separate datasets. The number of time series
in each dataset is shown in Table 10.

4.5 Feature Analysis
4.5.1 Mass Feature Extraction
Datasets were structured to be compatible with HCTSA, and most of the 7,873
default HCTSA operations were used in mass feature extraction. From the default operation
set, 276 (3.5%) non-linear operations were removed because this data is univariate. In
total, 7,597 operations were run on each time series in each dataset. Operation results were
stored along with their quality and computation time in a single .mat file.
The employment of these 7,597 operations on each time series, called mass feature
extraction, was run using the MatLab Parallel Processing Toolbox on Thayer’s Linux
Babylon clusters. Utilizing 12 workers for each database, mass feature extraction took
between 2 and 4 days to complete, depending on the number of time series in the dataset.
4.5.2 Normalization
Many operations computed in mass feature extraction returned non-real values or
produced errors. This is because some of the default operations employed may not have
been compatible with the range and frequency of the data set. For example, operations
which assumed all data was above zero may have caused errors or returned special values
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(positive or negative infinity). All operations which produced errors, returned specialvalued or near-constant outputs were removed from the data set, leaving between 6,000
and 6,200 operations with real-number outputs. Then, a scaled robust sigmoidal
transformation was applied to normalize values across the operations. Again, operations
that resulted in non-real values after normalization were removed, to produce matrix of
only real values -- features. Table 11 summarizes the number of operations in each dataset.
Table 11: Dataset Operations Summary

Time series were labeled as ‘eat’ or ‘other’. A visualization of 16-second dataset
features, color-coded by activity and magnitude, can be seen in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Data Matrix Visualization

Dark colors indicate larger-value feature values. Blue values are the features of time
series labelled ‘eating’. Red values are the features of time series labelled ‘other’. Time
series are rows going across the matrix and features are columns organized by operation
number. Initial analysis of the feature extraction results showed no obvious trends; there
are no columns or groups of columns in Figure 34 which have significantly different values
for eating or not-eating time series.
4.5.3 Top Features
To determine which features were informative for differentiating between eating
and non-eating time series, top features were found and analyzed. For each data set,
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features were ranked by comparing their in-sample performance using a 10-fold linear
classifier with a balanced accuracy test statistic. The entire data set was used for both
testing and training of a linear classifier, and the fold losses were tracked as balanced
accuracies. Top features were those which scored well and ranked highly with this
performance metric.
The top 15 features were found for each of the 4 datasets and were comprised of
only 25 unique features because several features appeared in the top 15 features of multiple
datasets. The performance of these 25 features was compared across the datasets to
evaluate the importance of time-series length in Figure 35.

Figure 35: Top Feature Performance

Features are color-coded according to main characterization method to facilitate
trend analysis. Features with multiple characterization types are coded by their first new
characterization method. Major characterization methods are provided in Table 12 with a
brief description.
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Table 12: Characterization Method Descriptions

As time series length increases, prediction-based features, shown in purple Figure
35, become increasingly effective at differentiating between chewing and non-chewing
time series. This is because predictive operations are better suited to longer time series
which contain more samples. The performance of some model-based features (orange)
improved with time-series length while others remained constant because some models
used to produce features are more sensitive to data length than others. Wavelet-based
features (yellow) were decreasingly discriminating with time-series length. Wavelet
transforms are good for detecting discontinuity, and changes in number and distribution of
wavelet coefficients signify a change number and location of discontinuities. This method
may become less effective as the time-series length increases because more data will have
more variability. Spectral-based features (green) also were decreasingly relevant with
increasing time-series length. This could be because frequency resolution became too high
with a large number of samples, and frequency bins had insignificantly small values.
Distribution-based features (teal) and preprocessing-based features (pink) were consistent
in performance because their operations account for the number of samples.
Correlation of top features were analyzed within each data set. Pairwise distances
between the top 40 features were calculated using absolute correlation as a distance metric,
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and clustered using the average as the link method. Between 9 and 11 clusters were
generated for each dataset and visualized. The correlation of the top 40 features for the 3second dataset can be found in Figure 36, and comparable figures for other datasets can be
found in Appendix B.

Figure 36: Top Feature Correlation

Darker boxes indicate higher correlation coefficients, and the diagonal has black
boxes because each operation has an absolute correlation coefficient with itself of 1.
Cluster boundaries are outlined in green boxes, and cluster centers, defined as the minimum
distance to other members of the cluster, are highlighted in blue. Best of cluster features,
defined as the top-performing feature within each cluster, are highlighted in red. In some
cases, the best of a cluster was also the center of the cluster; these features are shown only
in red as best of cluster features. An important observation is that features of the same
characterization method are generally closely correlated. For example, five of the six
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features plotted in the bottom of the largest cluster of Figure 36 have identification numbers
beginning with ‘88’ and an operation name ‘EN’ which means they were of the entropy
characterization method. In the second largest cluster, all features have an ID beginning
with ‘43’ and an operation name ‘SP_Summaries_pgram_hamm’ which associates them
with spectral characterization method.
4.5.4 Feature Selection
Three schemes were used to select features: top features, cluster centers, and best
of cluster. The number of features selected by each scheme was equal to the number of
clusters of the top feature correlations (number of green boxes in Figure 36). The top
features scheme used the highest-ranking features according to the performance metric
described in the last section. The cluster center and best of cluster schemes selected the
features highlighted in Figure 36, as ordered by their rank in top features. Sequential feature
selection using MatLab’s ‘sequentialfs’ function was also implemented but not included in
this analysis due to poor classifier performance. Operation ID number used for tracking
features and characterization type for the features selected by each scheme for each dataset
are shown in Table 13. Features are color coded by first major characterization method.
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Table 13: Selected Features by Method

The occurrence of the most common characterization methods across the selected
features are summarized in Table 6 and described in Table 4. Distribution-based methods
were selected most frequently, closely followed by model, spectral, and preprocessingbased characterization methods. Fourteen wavelet-based features

Table 14: Method Count

were selected and only 5 entropy-based and prediction-based
features were used. All entropy-based features were selected by the
cluster centers scheme which suggests they were ranked lower of the
top 40 features used in clustering. All prediction-based features were selected for the 16second dataset for the reasons discussed in the previous section.
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Generally, the top features selection scheme picked features from the fewest
number of characterization methods. For the 3-second dataset, the top features included
only 4 unique types of characterization methods, whereas the center of clusters and best of
clusters each had 6 unique characterization methods represented. For the 5-second dataset,
the top features again had only 4 methods, while center of clusters and best of clusters each
again included 6 methods. For the 8-second dataset, the top features method was
comparatively diverse- with 5 methods represented compared to 5 and 6 for center and best
of clusters, respectively. The top features of the 16-second dataset had 5 methods compared
to 7 and 8 methods for center and best of clusters, respectively.
4.6 Feature Evaluation
For each selection scheme, linear discriminant analysis classifiers were constructed
using an increasing number of the selected features. Classifiers were tested and trained
using Leave-One-Person-Out (LOPO) cross-validation, a standard practice for unbiased
classifier evaluation. In LOPO cross-validation, all data from one participant is left out of
the training set used to train the classifier and saved for use as test data. The classifier was
then evaluated based on this unseen test data. This process was repeated for each
participant, and the balanced accuracies were averaged. Mean classification balanced
accuracies as function of number of features included in the classifier are shown in Figure
37 with error bars depicting the standard deviation of classification accuracy across the
participants. All graphs have been plotted with the same axis range and scale to facilitate
analysis.
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Figure 37: Classification Accuracy by Dataset
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Each point on each graph is a classifier made up of the number of features on the
x-axis. Increasing number of features generally had a better mean balanced accuracy, but
the curve saturates as each additional feature generally provides decreased marginal gain
in accuracy. In some cases, the inclusion of additional features decreased the accuracy of
the classifier, likely because the additional feature was highly correlated with at least one
previously included feature. This causes the classifier to be over-trained because it
effectively includes the same feature multiple times.
For 3, 5, and 16-second datasets, the top features scheme (blue) had the poorest
performance, possibly because it included many features of the same characterization
method which were closely correlated; however, the top features selection scheme
produced the highest classification accuracies for the 8-second dataset. This may have been
because, as discussed in the previous section, the top features selected for this dataset
included a comparable number of characterization methods to the center and best of cluster
schemes. For the 3-second and 5-second datasets, the cluster centers (red) produced the
most accurate classifiers with the fewest number of features. For the 16-second dataset, the
best of each cluster (yellow) produced the best classifier. Table 15 summarizes the best
classifier for each dataset and the feature selection method used.
Table 15: Classifiers Summary

The classifier highlighted in green was selected as the optimal classification method
because it had the best balanced accuracy with a small number of features and smallest
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standard deviation. The best classifier of the 16-second dataset had a higher mean accuracy
but was not significantly better than the 5-second dataset classifier because of its high
standard deviation. The features used in the 5-second, 95.6% accurate classifier are listed
in Table 16 with detailed descriptions.
Table 16: Detailed Description of Selected Features

The classifier used features from spectral, wavelet, preprocessing, distribution, and
modeling characterization methodologies. It included two spectral features; one that
described mid-range frequencies, and one that concerned all frequencies. Two
preprocessing-based features were also included; one describing the overlap interval with
a kernel smoothed distribution and one concerning the autocorrelation. Both
preprocessing-based features used second incremental difference and describe the
relationship between the signal and its second derivative.
These features are significantly more complex than the TSFresh features
implemented on an embedded system for a classifier in Chapter 3, but also improved
accuracy from 90.9% to 95.6% [25]. These results show that additional, complex features
can improve accuracy in classifying a time series as eating or not-eating. These
computationally intense features could be replaced by highly correlated, lesscomputationally intense features that could be implemented on a wearable device.
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Alternatively, data could be streamed from the wearable to a Smartphone or computer
where complex operations can be computed easily.
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5. Conclusion
In this thesis, I selected the TI-CC26x0 MCU for use on the Auracle device and
programmed it to extract and transmit signal features to a Smartphone via BLE. I also
programmed the device to record raw accelerometer and signal data to a microSD card. I
wrote drivers based on the TI-Simplelink SDK to support functions for signal sampling,
accelerometer sampling, signal processing, microSD card data logging, and BLE
connectivity. I built projects to evaluate these functions based on their timing, memory,
and power requirements.
The results of this evaluation show that while the implementation works, there are
still many low-power optimizations which should be completed in future work on the
Auracle device. All functions met the 1.5-second timing constraint by at least a factor of 6
(see Figure 23), which suggests that the clock rate of the Cortex-M3 could be decreased
from 48MHz to no lower than 8MHz to meet the SDcard_writedata function timing
constraint. The overhead time of opening a FATFS file during the SD card write could be
removed by writing both ADXL and ADC data to the same file in the SDcard_writedata
function. The power policy should be more effectively integrated with the SD card data
logging function, likely by removing the code which maps FATFS API to standard C
commands in the SDcard_init function. The GAP and GATT parameters should be set to
minimize the number and duration of connection events in the BLE_init function.
Specifically, the connection interval should be increased, and slave latency should be
enabled to minimize operation of the on-chip radio. A power budget for the Auracle device
should be made to better understand and optimize power usage on the board. The power
LED should be removed, which would decrease power draw by 13mW and increase the
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battery life of the Auracle prototype from 16.7 to 41.5 hours.
Other future work for the Auracle device should include the integration of the
microSD card data logging and BLE connectivity functionalities into a single program so
that raw data can be recorded while the device is operating as an ADM system; the
modification of the signal sampling driver to accommodate time series of variable lengths,
possibly by dynamically configuring the sensor controller to trigger an alert after a different
number of samples in the SignalSampling_init function; the implementation of the feature
extraction and classification algorithms developed in the UbiComp’18 manuscript as an
update to the SignalProcess_Fxn function; the collection and analysis of data from the
accelerometer for use in future classifiers; and the development of a custom Smartphone
app for interfacing with the Auracle device.
Additionally, I analyzed time-series laboratory data using HCTSA to explore
informative features and their performance across time-series lengths. I implemented three
feature selection schemes which I used to build classifiers for feature evaluation. In my
exploratory analysis, I found that classifiers which used features stemming from a larger
number of characterization methods were more accurate. From these classifiers I selected
a 7-feature linear discriminant analysis classifier for eating detection with 95.6% LOPO
cross-validation accuracy and analyzed its included features.
Future work should include more robust testing of this classifier with real-world
data and implementation on the Auracle device. Additional data analysis should be
performed to explore informative features for distinguishing between eating different types
of food or performing other activities such as talking, coughing, and sneezing. These
features could provide insight into the physiology of eating and non-eating activities.
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Additionally, they could be used to classify the type of food a person is eating as part of an
ADM system. Based on spectral distribution of the data (see Figures 31 and 32), a sampling
rate lower than 500Hz is sufficient to preserve frequency information. This would decrease
required computation by decreasing the length of each time series and should be evaluated
by constructing new HCTSA datasets from the database. The poor performance of the
sequential feature selection algorithm should be investigated, and the legitimacy of the
best-of-cluster and center-of-cluster feature selection methods should be mathematically
validated.
Standing contributions of this thesis include:
•

Code for functionalities which hook into the CC26x0-Simplelink SDK

•

Documentation and example projects for the CC26x0 on GitLab

•

4 HCTSA-compatible, labeled datasets of time-series lab data

•

Code for dataset analysis utilizing the HCTSA framework

The findings in thesis demonstrate the efficacy of feature-based time-series analysis
and indicate that a wearable system for eating detection can be developed to classify signals
from a contact microphone worn on the mastoid in real-time with excellent accuracy.
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APPENDIX A: AURACLE DEVICE DOCUMENTS
A.1: AURACLE DEVICE SCHEMATIC
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APPENDIX B: DATA ANALYSIS CODE AND FIGURES
B.1: CLUSTER FIGURES
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B.2: SELECTED FEATURES BY NAME
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B.3: DATA RESAMPLING MATLAB CODE

1 % Auracle Construct Database
2 % Generate set matricies (databases) of resampled data at a
3 % lower sampling rate using the original 20kHz data
4
5 % ~~ this code runs in about 2 hours using a single worker
6
7 % Find all folders in 2017data/training
8 [orgin_folders, numOF] = getsubfolders([pwd '/2017data/training']);
9
10 Fsamp_origin = 20000;
% Original sampling rate -- 20 kHz
11
12 % Declare set arrays for each NEW sampling rate
13 data4000 = {};
14 data500 = {};
15 data300 = {};
16
17 % Loop through the origin folders
18 for i = 1:numOF
19
thisfolder = char(orgin_folders(i)); % get the folder path and cast as
char string
20
21
% 'Eat' Files
22
d = dir([thisfolder, '/eat_*.csv']); % make directory of all eating
files
23
numfiles = length(d);
24
for j = 1:numfiles
25
% Get and load each file
26
thisfile = strcat(thisfolder, '/', d(j).name);
27
M = load(thisfile);
28
M20k = M(:,1);
29
%Resample file
30
M4000 = resample(M20k, 4000, Fsamp_origin);
31
M500 = resample(M20k, 500, Fsamp_origin);
32
M300 = resample(M20k, 300, Fsamp_origin);
33
% Store in Appropriate Structure
34
data4000{i,j} = M4000;
35
data500{i,j} = M500;
36
data300{i,j} = M300;
37
end
38
39
% 'Other' Files
40
d = dir([thisfolder, '/other_*.csv']);
% make directory of all
other files
41
numfiles = length(d);
42
for k = 1:numfiles
43
thisfile = strcat(thisfolder, '/', d(k).name);
44
M = load(thisfile);
45
M20k = M(:,1);
46
%Resample file
47
M4000 = resample(M20k, 4000, Fsamp_origin);
48
M500 = resample(M20k, 500, Fsamp_origin);
49
M300 = resample(M20k, 300, Fsamp_origin);
50
% Store in Appropriate Structure (add j to index!)
51
data4000{i,j+k} = M4000;
52
data500{i,j+k} = M500;
53
data300{i,j+k} = M300;
54
end
55
56
% 'silence' Files
57
thisfile = strcat(thisfolder, '/silence.csv'); %read in the silence
file
58
M = load(thisfile);
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59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

M20k = M(:,1);
%Resample file
M4000 = resample(M20k, 4000, Fsamp_origin);
M500 = resample(M20k, 500, Fsamp_origin);
M300 = resample(M20k, 300, Fsamp_origin);
% Store in Appropriate Structure (add j to index!)
data4000{i,j+k+1} = M4000;
data500{i,j+k+1} = M500;
data300{i,j+k+1} = M300;

end

% 'talk' Files
thisfile = strcat(thisfolder, '/talk.csv'); % read in the talk file
M = load(thisfile);
M20k = M(:,1);
%Resample file
M4000 = resample(M20k, 4000, Fsamp_origin);
M500 = resample(M20k, 500, Fsamp_origin);
M300 = resample(M20k, 300, Fsamp_origin);
% Store in Appropriate Structure (add j to index!)
data4000{i,j+k+2} = M4000;
data500{i,j+k+2} = M500;
data300{i,j+k+2} = M300;

%save([pwd '/2017data/data4k.mat'], 'data4000');
%save([pwd '/2017data/data500.mat'], 'data500');
%save([pwd '/2017data/data300.mat'], 'data300');
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B.4: HCTSA DATASET CONSTRUCTION MATLAB CODE

1 % HCTSAinit.m
2 % Josie Nordrum
3 % Auracle Research 2018
4 %
5 % Code to make an HCTSA-compatible dataset from a set matrix
6
7 %
8 %
Load Set Matrix to be made into an HCTSA database
9 %
10 load('Auracle/Data_Analysis/data500.mat');
11 load('Auracle/Data_Analysis/2017data/listofNams.mat');
12
13 [participant, activity] = size(setmat);
% get size of set input matrix
14 N = 0;
%keep track of TS_ID
15 ts_length = 12000;
% all timeseries will be 12000
samples
16
17 %
Labels for HCTSA database type
18 timeSeriesData = {};
19 labels = {};
20 keywords = {};
21
22 %
Fill set matricies for HCTSA database
23 for i = 1:activity
% loop through activity
24
activity_len = length(cell2mat(setmat(1,i))); % get activity length
25
actsamp = floor(activity_len/ts_length);
% number of samples in
that activity
26
27
for j = 1:participant
% add each participant to that
activity's matrix
28
partact = normalize(detrend(cell2mat(setmat(j,i))));
29
30
for sm = 1:actsamp
%break temp into subsections of desired
ts_length
31
st = ts_length*(sm-1)+1;
32
ed = ts_length*sm;
33
temp = partact(st:ed);
34
N = N+1;
35
timeSeriesData{N,1} = temp;
36
37
if i < 7
38
actlab = 'eat';
39
else
40
actlab = 'other';
41
end
42
subact = foodsactions(i);
43
labels{N,1} = char(strcat(actlab, subact,' P',...
44
num2str(j), ' S', num2str(sm)));
45
keywords{N,1} = char(strcat('2017,', actlab, ',P',
num2str(j),...
46
',', subact));
47
48
end
49
end
50 end
51
52 % Save as HCTSA INP mat file
53
54 save('500Hz_INP.mat', 'timeSeriesData', 'keywords', 'labels');
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B.5: HCTSA ANALYSIS MATLAB CODE
1 %
Josie Nordrum
2 % Based on the HCTSA package by Ben Fulcher
3 %
4
5 %% Define File Names
6 file = 'HCTSA_16ns';
7 filename = strcat(file, '.mat');
% HCTSA mat file
8 Nfilename = strcat(file,'_N.mat');
% Normalized HCTSA file
9 Dfilename = strcat(file,'_D.mat');
% Data file of intermediaries
10 whatData = Nfilename;
%analyze Normalized File
11 %% NORMALIZE DATA
12 %
normFunc
: Scaled Robust Sigmoid accross Operation Results
13 %
filterOptions
: default
14 %
- First, keep timeseries with >80% good values
15 %
- Then, keep only operations with no bad values
16 %
fileName
: HCTSA file we're working with
17 %
classVarFilter : Remove operations with near-constant outputs
18 if exist(whatData, 'file') ~= 2
19
TS_normalize('scaledRobustSigmoid',[],filename,[]);
20 end
21 %% LABEL DATA
22 %
Nfilename
: Label the normalized matrix
23 %
classes
: Label as 'eat' or 'other'
24 %
saveBack
: True - save labels back to file
25 %
filterMissing
: False - keep unlabelled data
26 %TS_LabelGroups(Nfilename,{'eat','other'},true, false);
27 %TS_LabelGroups(Nfilename,{'bar','silence'...},true, false);
28 %% LOAD DATA
29 %
Load the Data file to be used in functions below:
30 [TS_DataMat,TimeSeries,Operations,whatDataFile] = TS_LoadData(whatData);
31 if exist(Dfilename,'file') ~= 2
32
save(Dfilename, 'Dfilename');
33 end
34 load(Dfilename);
35 %% INTERPRET DATA
36 %
Find the number of things
37 numOps = length(Operations);
38 timeSeriesGroup = [TimeSeries.Group]'; % Use group form
39 numClasses = max(timeSeriesGroup); % Assuming classes labeled with integers
starting at 1
40 groupNames = TS_GetFromData(whatData,'groupNames');
41 whatTestStat = 'fast_linear';
% metric fo evaluating
features
42 criterion = whatTestStat;
% criterion for selecting features
43 numFeatSelect = 20;
44 numRepeats = 2;
45 beVerbose = 1;
46 cvFolds = howManyFolds(timeSeriesGroup, numClasses);
47 % check for possible class imbalance:
48 classNumbers = arrayfun(@(x)sum(timeSeriesGroup==x),1:numClasses);
49 isBalanced = all(classNumbers==classNumbers(1));
50 %% TOP FEATURES
51 %
A modified version of the TS_TopFeatures
52 %
-no output plots
53 %
-linear classifier
54 %
- accuracy fold losses
55 %
---------------------------------------56 %
ifeat_top
: ordering of operation numbers by their performance
57 %
testStat_top : the test statistic for each operation
58
%---------- Set up the loss function------------------
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59 %if isempty(ifeat_top)
60
if isBalanced
61
fn_testStat =
GiveMeFunctionHandle(whatTestStat,numClasses,'acc',0);
62
fprintf(1,'Using overall classification accuracy as output
measure\n');
63
else
64
fn_testStat =
GiveMeFunctionHandle(whatTestStat,numClasses,'balancedAcc',1);
65
fprintf(1,'Due to class imbalance, using balanced classification
accuracy as output measure\n');
66
end
67
chanceLine = 100/numClasses;
68
cfnUnit = '%';
69
cfnName = 'linear classifier';
70
71
% Loop over all features
72
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------73
% Use the same data for training and testing:
74
fprintf(1,'Comparing the (in-sample) performance of %u operations for
%u classes using a %s...\n',...
75
length(Operations),numClasses,cfnName);
76
timer = tic;
77
% Return test statistic for each operation
78
testStat = zeros(numOps,1);
79
loopTimer = tic;
80
for k = 1:numOps
81
try
82
testStat(k) =
fn_testStat(TS_DataMat(:,k),timeSeriesGroup,TS_DataMat(:,k),timeSeriesGroup);
83
catch
84
testStat(k) = NaN;
85
end
86
% Give estimate of time remaining:
87
if beVerbose && k==100
88
fprintf(1,'(should take approx %s to compute for all %u
features)\n',...
89
BF_thetime(toc(loopTimer)/100*(numOps)),numOps);
90
end
91
end
92
fprintf(1,' Done in %s.\n',BF_thetime(toc(timer)));
93
if all(isnan(testStat))
94
error('Error computing statistics for %s (may be due to inclusion
of missing data?)',cfnName);
95
end
96
97
% Give mean and that expected from random classifier (may be a little
overfitting)
98
fprintf(1,['Mean %s performance across %u operations = %4.2f%s\n' ...
99
'(Random guessing for %u equiprobable classes =
%4.2f%s)\n'], ...
100
cfnName,numOps,nanmean(testStat),cfnUnit,numClasses,chanceLine,cfnUnit);
101
[testStat_sort,ifeat] = sort(testStat,'descend'); % bigger is better
102
103
isNaN = isnan(testStat_sort);
104
testStat_sort = testStat_sort(~isNaN);
105
ifeat_top = ifeat(~isNaN);
106
save(Dfilename, 'ifeat_top','testStat_sort','-append');
107
%% -------- Cluster Top Features ------108
numTopFeatures = 50;
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109
op_ind = ifeat(1:numTopFeatures); % plot these operations indices
110
clustStruct = TS_GetFromData(whatData,'op_clust');
111
if isempty(clustStruct) % doesn't exist
112
clustStruct = struct();
113
end
114
if isfield(clustStruct,'Dij') && ~isempty(clustStruct.Dij)
115
% pairwise distances already computed, stored in the HCTSA .mat
file
116
fprintf(1,'Loaded %s distances from
%s\n',clustStruct.distanceMetric,whatDataFile);
117
Dij = squareform(clustStruct.Dij);
118
Dij = Dij(op_ind,op_ind);
119
distanceMetric = clustStruct.distanceMetric;
120
else
121
% Compute correlations on the fly
122
Dij = BF_pdist(TS_DataMat(:,op_ind)','abscorr');
123
distanceMetric = 'abscorr';
124
end
125
makeLabel = @(x) sprintf('[%u] %s
(%4.2f%s)',Operations(x).ID,Operations(x).Name,...
126
testStat(x),cfnUnit);
127
objectLabels = arrayfun(@(x)makeLabel(x),op_ind,'UniformOutput',0);
128
clusterThreshold = 0.2; % threshold at which split into clusters
129
[~,cluster_Groupi, clusterCenters_cl] =
BF_ClusterDown(Dij,'clusterThreshold',clusterThreshold,...
130
'whatDistance',distanceMetric,...
131
'objectLabels',objectLabels);
132
title(sprintf('Dependencies between %u top features (organized into %u
clusters)',...
133
numTopFeatures,length(cluster_Groupi)));
134
% Get top feature from each cluster
135
ifeat_topbs = [];
% allocate space for best of cluster
features
136
137
138
ifeat_topcl = [];
%translate back cluster centers back into OP_IDs IN
ORDER!
139
for i = 1:numTopFeatures
140
if sum(ismember( op_ind(clusterCenters_cl), ifeat(i)))
141
ifeat_topcl = [ifeat_topcl ifeat(i)];
%really
inefficient code, sorry
142
end
143
144
end
145 %end
146
147 %% best feature from each cluster
148 % manual entries from cluster chart
149 ifeat_topbl = [];
150 switch whatData
151
case 'HCTSA_3ns_N.mat'
152
ifeat_topbl = [5109 3685 4656 881
20
5744
5118
5884 6076
2476];
153
case 'HCTSA_5ns_N.mat'
154
ifeat_topbl = [5269 3698 4825
880
4822 5905
882 4817 886
6048];
155
case 'HCTSA_8ns_N.mat'
156
ifeat_topbl = [5149 4689 3704 876 4693 5852 4684 5927 6133];
157
case 'HCTSA_16ns_N.mat'
158
ifeat_topbl = [5998 873 4914 5387 5751 3740 1438 6170 5755 2829
3301];
159 end
160
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161 if isempty(ifeat_topbl)
162
%userpicks = [1584 930 3180 6151 7116 7359 3735 7539 6664 7112 4337];
163
userpicks = [7503 4337 6664 6145 6158 7427 6151 7859 930];
164
txbestids = [];
165
% translate that ID back into a Op_ID
166
for n = 1:length(userpicks)
167
i = 1;
168
while (Operations(i).ID ~= userpicks(n))
169
i = i+1;
170
end
171
txbestids = [txbestids i];
172
end
173 % Then sort so most effective features are used first
174
for i = 1:numTopFeatures
175
if sum(ismember((txbestids), ifeat(i)))
176
ifeat_topbl = [ifeat_topbl ifeat(i)];
%really
inefficient code, sorry
177
end
178
179
end
180 end
181 numFeatClass = length(ifeat_topbl);
182 %% CLASSIFIER
183 %
A based on TS_Classify
184 %[foldLosses, nullStat] = TS_Classify(NfileName, ifeats);
185
186 % first, figure out who is training data and who is test data
187 if isempty(CSacc)
188 CSacc = zeros(20, numFeatClass);
189 TFacc = CSacc; FSacc = CSacc;
190 TFaccuracy = zeros(1, numRepeats);
191 CSaccuracy = TFaccuracy; FSaccuracy = TFaccuracy; BCaccuracy = TFaccuracy;
192 for i = 1:20
%LOPO accross 20 participants
193
% Separate out that Participant to use as Test data
194
% Code from TS_getIDs (it takes a long time to load the file..)
195
theKeyword = strcat('P',num2str(i));
196
% The cell of comma-delimited keyword strings:
197
theKeywordCell = {TimeSeries.Keywords};
198
% Split into sub-cells using comma delimiter:
199
Keywords = SUB_cell2cellcell(theKeywordCell);
200
% Find objects with a keyword that matchees that given:
201
matches = cellfun(@(x)any(ismember(theKeyword,x)),Keywords);
202
% Return the IDs of the matches:
203
IDs = [TimeSeries(matches).ID];
204
notIDs = setxor(IDs,[TimeSeries.ID]);
205
206
% Separate Data Matrix into Training and Testing Data
207
Xtest = TS_DataMat(IDs,:);
Ytest = timeSeriesGroup(IDs, :);
208
Xtrain = TS_DataMat(notIDs,:); Ytrain = timeSeriesGroup(notIDs, :);
209
210
% Now iterate over number of features included...
211
for j = 1: numFeatClass
212
213
% Create Classifier using Top Feature Cluster centers
214
feat = ifeat_top(1:j);
%indicies of features to include
in the classifier
215
for k = 1:numRepeats
216
[TFaccuracy(k), ~, whatLoss] = GiveMeCfn(criterion, Xtrain(:,feat),
Ytrain,...
217
Xtest(:,feat), Ytest, numClasses, 0, 'balancedAcc', 1,
cvFolds );
218
end
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219
fprintf(' Participant %u was %.3f for TopFeats', i,
mean(TFaccuracy));
220
TFacc(i,j) = mean(TFaccuracy);
221
222
feat = ifeat_topcl(1:j);
%indicies of features to
include in the classifier
223
for k = 1:numRepeats
224
[CSaccuracy(k), ~, whatLoss] = GiveMeCfn(criterion, Xtrain(:,feat),
Ytrain,...
225
Xtest(:,feat), Ytest, numClasses, 0, 'balancedAcc',1,
cvFolds);
226
end
227
%fprintf('For %u features %.3f +/- %.8f%%\n\n', j,
mean(FSaccuracy), std(FSaccuracy));
228
fprintf(' and %.3f for Cluster Feats\n', mean(CSaccuracy));
229
CSacc(i,j) = mean(CSaccuracy);
230
231
feat = ifeatFS(1:j);
%indicies of features to include in
the classifier
232
for k = 1:numRepeats
233
[FSaccuracy(k), ~, whatLoss] = GiveMeCfn(criterion, Xtrain(:,feat),
Ytrain,...
234
Xtest(:,feat), Ytest, numClasses, 0, 'balancedAcc',1,
cvFolds);
235
end
236
%fprintf('For %u features %.3f +/- %.8f%%\n\n', j,
mean(FSaccuracy), std(FSaccuracy));
237
fprintf(' and %.3f for FS Feats\n', mean(FSaccuracy));
238
FSacc(i,j) = mean(FSaccuracy);
239
240
241
feat = ifeat_topbl(1:j);
%indicies of features to include in
the classifier
242
for k = 1:numRepeats
243
[BCaccuracy(k), ~, whatLoss] = GiveMeCfn(criterion, Xtrain(:,feat),
Ytrain,...
244
Xtest(:,feat), Ytest, numClasses, 0, 'balancedAcc',1,
cvFolds);
245
end
246
%fprintf('For %u features %.3f +/- %.8f%%\n\n', j,
mean(FSaccuracy), std(FSaccuracy));
247
fprintf(' and %.3f for FS Feats\n', mean(BCaccuracy));
248
BCacc(i,j) = mean(BCaccuracy);
249
end
250
251 end
252 save(Dfilename, 'CSacc','TFacc','FSacc', '-append');
253 end
254 %% Print Features to File!
255 TF_Operations = cell(numFeatClass, 1);
256 CC_Operations = cell(numFeatClass, 1);
257 BC_Operations = cell(numFeatClass, 1);
258 FS_Operations = cell(numFeatClass, 1);
259 for i = 1:numFeatClass
260
TF_Operations{i} = sprintf('[%u] %s', Operations(ifeat_top(i)).ID,
Operations(ifeat_top(i)).Name);
261
CC_Operations{i} = sprintf('[%u] %s', Operations(ifeat_topcl(i)).ID,
Operations(ifeat_topcl(i)).Name);
262
BC_Operations{i} = sprintf('[%u] %s', Operations(ifeat_topbl(i)).ID,
Operations(ifeat_topbl(i)).Name);
263
FS_Operations{i} = sprintf('[%u] %s', Operations(ifeatFS(i)).ID,
Operations(ifeatFS(i)).Name);
264 end
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265
266 save(Dfilename,
'TF_Operations','CC_Operations','BC_Operations','FS_Operations', '-append');
267 save(Dfilename, 'ifeat_top','ifeat_topcl','ifeat_topbl','ifeatFS', 'append');
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APPENDIX C: CC26X0 CODE
C.1: SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE VERSIONS
Software:
Code Composer Studio
Sensor Controller Studio
CC26x0 Simplelink SDK

8.1.0.00011
2.2.0
2.20.00.49

Hardware:
CC26x0 Simplelink MCU

LAUNCHXL-CC2640R2
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C.2: AURACLE MAIN.C SOURCE CODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

/*
* Josie Nordrum, Fall 2018
*
* ======== AuracleMain.c ========
*/
/* XDC module Headers */
#include <xdc/std.h>
#include <xdc/runtime/System.h>
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<file.h>
<stdbool.h>
<stddef.h>
<stdint.h>
<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<time.h>

/* Drivers */
#include <ti/drivers/GPIO.h>
#include <ti/drivers/SDFatFS.h>
#include <ti/drivers/SD.h>
/* Board
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

Header files */
"Board.h"
<ti/sysbios/BIOS.h>
<ti/sysbios/knl/Task.h>
<ti/sysbios/knl/Clock.h>
<ti/sysbios/knl/Event.h>
<ti/sysbios/knl/Semaphore.h>
<third_party/fatfs/ff.h>
<third_party/fatfs/diskio.h>
<third_party/fatfs/ffcio.h>

/* Sensor Controller Headers */
#include <SCIF/scif.h>
/* Accelerometer Headers */
#include "ADXL362.h"
/* Signal Processing Headers */
#include <FECL/featuresint.h>
#include <xdc/runtime/System.h>
/*
* DEFINITIONS
*/
#define DRIVE_NUM
#define SD_DRIVE_NUM

0
0

#define ADC_SAMPLE_COUNT
#define ADXL_SAMPLE_COUNT
#define FEATURE_DATA_COUNT

1500
435
8

/* String conversion macro */
#define STR_(n)
#n
#define STR(n)
STR_(n)
#define BV(n)
(1 << (n))
// Task configuration
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62 #define AURACLE_TASK_PRIORITY
1
63 #define AURACLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE
200
64
65 // Define the HWIs as events using the event module
66 #define AUR_SC_PEROIDIC_EVT
Event_Id_00
67 #define AUR_ADXL_PERIODIC_EVT
Event_Id_01
68 #define AUR_ALL_EVENTS
(
AUR_SC_PEROIDIC_EVT
| \
69
AUR_ADXL_PERIODIC_EVT)
70
71 #define SDcard
72
73
74 /*
75 * Function Declarations
76 */
77 void AUR_createTask(void);
78 static void AUR_taskFxn(UArg a0, UArg a1);
79
80
81 /*
82 * Structure Declarations
83 */
84 Task_Struct AUR_task;
85 Char AUR_taskStack[AURACLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE];
86
87 /*
88 * PIN Declarations
89 */
90 PIN_Handle ledPinHandle;
91 static PIN_State ledPinState;
92 static PIN_Config pinTable[] = {
93
Board_DIO22 | PIN_GPIO_OUTPUT_EN | PIN_PUSHPULL | PIN_DRVSTR_MAX,
//
RESULT: enable output buffer, use pushpull output buffer, max drive
94
Board_GPIO_LED0 |PIN_GPIO_OUTPUT_EN | PIN_GPIO_LOW | PIN_PUSHPULL |
PIN_DRVSTR_MAX,
// DIO15 -- LED on Medium Board
95
PIN_TERMINATE
96 };
97
98
99
100 uint16_t adc_data[ADC_SAMPLE_COUNT];
101 int16_t adxl_data[ADXL_SAMPLE_COUNT];
102 float feature_data[FEATURE_DATA_COUNT];
103 bool topval = 0;
104 uint16_t ADXLsamples = 300;
105
106 /*
107
* FUNCTIONS
108
*/
109 void scTaskAlertCallback(void) {
110
// Wake up the OS task
111
Event_post(syncEvent, AUR_SC_PEROIDIC_EVT);
112 } // taskAlertCallback
113
114
115 void scCtrlReadyCallback(void) {
116
117 } // ctrlReadyCallback
118
119
120 /*
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121 * ======== main ========
122 */
123 int main()
124 {
125
/* Call driver init functions */
126
Board_initGeneral();
127
ledPinHandle = PIN_open(&ledPinState, pinTable);
// use the PIN
driver to open and configure pins declared in table above
128
129
// Construct SPI task to sample ADC & ADXL and write to SD card
130
AUR_createTask();
131
132
BIOS_start();
/* does not return -- does AUR_task instead */
133
134
return(0);
135 }
136
137 void AUR_createTask(void)
138 {
139
Task_Params taskParams;
140
141
// Configure task
142
Task_Params_init(&taskParams);
// initialize
params to default values so we can alter them
143
taskParams.stack = AUR_taskStack;
// use the stack
which we already allocated
144
taskParams.stackSize = AURACLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE;
// the size of the
stack we allocated
145
taskParams.priority = AURACLE_TASK_PRIORITY;
// priority level higher number has higher priority
146
147
Task_construct(&AUR_task, AUR_taskFxn, &taskParams, NULL); // construct
the task on the AUR_task struct we pre-allocated
148 }
149
150
151 /*********************************************************************
152 * @fn
AUR_taskFxn
153 *
154 * @brief
Auracle Task.
Waits on an event and then process data and
writes to SD card
155 *
156 * @param
none
157 *
158 * @return none
159 */
160 void AUR_taskFxn(UArg a0, UArg a1)
161 {
162
163 #ifdef SDcard
164
SDcard_init();
165 #endif
166
167
SignalSampling_init();
168
169
AccelSampling_init();
170
171
172
// Dynamically Create (not construct!) an event with NULL params
173
syncEvent = Event_create(NULL, NULL);
174
175
// Infinite loop to pend on events. If a Power Policy is defined, the
MCU will sleep while it awaits an interrupt-posted event
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176
for(;;)
177
{
178
uint32_t events;
179
// Use the synEvent handle to wait forever for any of AUR_ALL_EVENTS
180
events = Event_pend(syncEvent, Event_Id_NONE, AUR_ALL_EVENTS,
181
BIOS_WAIT_FOREVER);
182
183
if(events & AUR_SC_PEROIDIC_EVT){
184
185
// PIN_setOutputValue(ledPinHandle, Board_DIO22, 1);
186
SignalSampling_Fxn();
187
188
AccelSampling_Fxn();
189
190
// if this is the completion of a timeseries, process it
191
if(topval){
192
SignalProcess_Fxn();
193
}
194
195 #ifdef SDcard
196
SDcard_writedata();
197
198 #endif
199
topval = !topval;
// move to other half of timeseries
200
}
201
}
202 }
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C.3: SIGNAL SAMPLING SOURCE CODE
1 /*
Signal Sampling Init
2 *
Configure Sensor Controller to sample ADC at 500Hz and alert Cortex-M3
at 750 samples
3 */
4
5 void SignalSampling_init(void){
6
// Initialize the Sensor Controller - from the example generated by SCS
7
scifOsalInit();
8
scifOsalRegisterCtrlReadyCallback(scCtrlReadyCallback);
9
scifOsalRegisterTaskAlertCallback(scTaskAlertCallback);
10
scifInit(&scifDriverSetup);
11
// Configure and run the ADC Data Streamer task.
12
scifExecuteTasksOnceNbl(BV(SCIF_ADC_DATA_STREAMER_TASK_ID));
13 }
14
15 /*
16 * Handle Sensor Controller Interrupt-- Move data into SRAM
17 */
18 void SignalSampling_Fxn(void){
19
20
// PIN_setOutputValue(ledPinHandle, Board_DIO22, 1);
21
scifClearAlertIntSource();
22
23
// Fetch the current head index
24
int head = scifTaskData.adcDataStreamer.state.head;
25
int tail = scifTaskData.adcDataStreamer.state.tail;
26
27
uint16_t n,m;
28
if (!topval){
29
n = 0;
30
m = 750;
31
}else{
32
n = 750;
33
m = ADC_SAMPLE_COUNT;
34
}
35
for ( n; n < m; n++) {
36
// MOVE DATA INTO SRAM
37
adc_data[n] = scifTaskData.adcDataStreamer.output.pSamples[tail];
38
// Increment the tail index
39
if (++tail >= SCIF_ADC_DATA_STREAMER_BUFFER_SIZE) {
40
tail = 0;
41
}
42
}
43
44
// Acknowledge the ALERT event. Note that there are no event flags for
this task since the Sensor
45
// Controller uses fwGenQuickAlertInterrupt(), but this function must
be called nonetheless.
46
scifAckAlertEvents();
47
// Write back the tail index so the Sensor Controller can calculate the
number of samples in the
48
// buffer, and re-enable ALERT generation (on buffer half full)
49
scifTaskData.adcDataStreamer.state.tail = tail;
50
scifTaskData.adcDataStreamer.state.alertEnabled = 1;
51 }
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C.4: SENSOR CONTROLLER DRIVER SOURCE CODE
1 /// \addtogroup module_scif_osal
2 //@{
3 #ifdef SCIF_INCLUDE_OSAL_C_FILE
4
5 #undef DEVICE_FAMILY_PATH
6 #if defined(DEVICE_FAMILY)
7
#define DEVICE_FAMILY_PATH(x) <ti/devices/DEVICE_FAMILY/x>
8 #elif defined(DeviceFamily_CC26X0)
9
#define DEVICE_FAMILY_PATH(x) <ti/devices/cc26x0/x>
10 #elif defined(DeviceFamily_CC26X0R2)
11
#define DEVICE_FAMILY_PATH(x) <ti/devices/cc26x0r2/x>
12 #elif defined(DeviceFamily_CC13X0)
13
#define DEVICE_FAMILY_PATH(x) <ti/devices/cc13x0/x>
14 #else
15
#define DEVICE_FAMILY_PATH(x) <x>
16 #endif
17 #include DEVICE_FAMILY_PATH(inc/hw_nvic.h)
18 #include DEVICE_FAMILY_PATH(driverlib/cpu.h)
19 #include "scif_osal_tirtos.h"
20 #include <ti/sysbios/knl/Semaphore.h>
21 #include <ti/sysbios/knl/Clock.h>
22 #include <ti/sysbios/family/arm/m3/Hwi.h>
23
24
25
26 /// MCU wakeup source to be used with the Sensor Controller task ALERT
event, must not conflict with OS
27 #define OSAL_MCUWUSEL_WU_EV_S
AON_EVENT_MCUWUSEL_WU3_EV_S
28
29
30 /// The READY interrupt is implemented using INT_AON_AUX_SWEV0
31 #define INT_SCIF_CTRL_READY
INT_AON_AUX_SWEV0
32 /// The ALERT interrupt is implemented using INT_AON_AUX_SWEV1
33 #define INT_SCIF_TASK_ALERT
INT_AON_AUX_SWEV1
34
35
36 /// Calculates the NVIC register offset for the specified interrupt
37 #define NVIC_OFFSET(i)
(((i) - 16) / 32)
38 /// Calculates the bit-vector to be written or compared against for the
specified interrupt
39 #define NVIC_BV(i)
(1 << ((i - 16) % 32))
40
41
42 // Function prototypes
43 static void osalCtrlReadyIsr(UArg arg);
44 static void osalTaskAlertIsr(UArg arg);
45
46
47 /// HWI object for the control READY interrupt
48 static Hwi_Struct hwiCtrlReady;
49 /// HWI object for the task ALERT interrupt
50 static Hwi_Struct hwiTaskAlert;
51
52
53 /// Semaphore for control READY waiting
54 static Semaphore_Struct semCtrlReady;
55
56 /// Has the \ref scifOsalInit() function been called?
57 static volatile bool osalInitDone = false;
58
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59
60
61
62 /** \brief Registers the control READY interrupt
63
*
64
* This registers the \ref osalCtrlReadyIsr() function with the \ref
INT_SCIF_CTRL_READY interrupt
65
* vector.
66
*
67
* The interrupt occurs at initial startup, and then after each control
request has been serviced by the
68
* Sensor Controller. The interrupt is pending (including source event
flag) and disabled while the task
69
* control interface is idle.
70
*/
71 static void osalRegisterCtrlReadyInt(void) {
72
Hwi_Params hwiParams;
73
Hwi_Params_init(&hwiParams);
74
// Do not enable interrupt yet
75
hwiParams.enableInt = false;
76
// Create the HWI object for the control READY interrupt
77
Hwi_construct(&hwiCtrlReady, INT_SCIF_CTRL_READY, osalCtrlReadyIsr,
&hwiParams, NULL);
78 } // osalRegisterCtrlReadyInt
79
80
81
82
83 /** \brief Unregisters the control READY interrupt
84
*
85
* This detaches the \ref osalCtrlReadyIsr() function from the \ref
INT_SCIF_CTRL_READY interrupt
86
* vector.
87
*/
88 static void osalUnregisterCtrlReadyInt(void) {
89
// Destroy the HWI object
90
Hwi_destruct(&hwiCtrlReady);
91 } // osalUnregisterCtrlReadyInt
92
93
94
95
96 /** \brief Enables the control READY interrupt
97
*
98
* This function is called when sending a control REQ event to the Sensor
Controller to enable the READY
99
* interrupt. This is done after clearing the event source and then the
READY interrupt, using
100
* \ref osalClearCtrlReadyInt().
101
*/
102 static void osalEnableCtrlReadyInt(void) {
103
Hwi_enableInterrupt(INT_SCIF_CTRL_READY);
104 } // osalEnableCtrlReadyInt
105
106
107
108
109 /** \brief Disables the control READY interrupt
110
*
111
* This function is called when by the control READY ISR, \ref
osalCtrlReadyIsr(), so that the interrupt
112
* is disabled but still pending (including source event flag) while the
task control interface is
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113
* idle/ready.
114
*/
115 static void osalDisableCtrlReadyInt(void) {
116
Hwi_disableInterrupt(INT_SCIF_CTRL_READY);
117 } // osalDisableCtrlReadyInt
118
119
120
121
122 /** \brief Clears the task control READY interrupt
123
*
124
* This is done when sending a control request, after clearing the READY
source event.
125
*/
126 static void osalClearCtrlReadyInt(void) {
127
Hwi_clearInterrupt(INT_SCIF_CTRL_READY);
128 } // osalClearCtrlReadyInt
129
130
131
132
133 /** \brief Registers the task ALERT interrupt
134
*
135
* This registers the \ref osalTaskAlertIsr() function with the \ref
INT_SCIF_TASK_ALERT interrupt
136
* vector.
137
*
138
* The interrupt occurs whenever a sensor controller task alerts the
driver, to request data exchange,
139
* indicate an error condition or that the task has stopped spontaneously.
140
*/
141 static void osalRegisterTaskAlertInt(void) {
142
Hwi_Params hwiParams;
143
Hwi_Params_init(&hwiParams);
144
// Do not enable interrupt yet
145
hwiParams.enableInt = false;
146
// Create HWI object for the task ALERT interrupt
147
Hwi_construct(&hwiTaskAlert, INT_SCIF_TASK_ALERT, osalTaskAlertIsr,
&hwiParams, NULL);
148 } // osalRegisterTaskAlertInt
149
150
151
152
153 /** \brief Unregisters the task ALERT interrupt
154
*
155
* This detaches the \ref osalTaskAlertIsr() function from the \ref
INT_SCIF_TASK_ALERT interrupt
156
* vector.
157
*/
158 static void osalUnregisterTaskAlertInt(void) {
159
// Destroy the HWI object
160
Hwi_destruct(&hwiTaskAlert);
161 } // osalUnregisterTaskAlertInt
162
163
164
165
166 /** \brief Enables the task ALERT interrupt
167
*
168
* The interrupt is enabled at startup. It is disabled upon reception of a
task ALERT interrupt and re169
* enabled when the task ALERT is acknowledged.
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170
*/
171 void scifOsalEnableTaskAlertInt(void) {
172
Hwi_enableInterrupt(INT_SCIF_TASK_ALERT);
173 } // scifOsalEnableTaskAlertInt
174
175
176
177
178 /** \brief Disables the task ALERT interrupt
179
*
180
* The interrupt is enabled at startup. It is disabled upon reception of a
task ALERT interrupt and re181
* enabled when the task ALERT is acknowledged.
182
*
183
* Note that there can be increased current consumption in System CPU
standby mode if the ALERT
184
* interrupt is disabled, but wake-up is enabled (see \ref
scifSetWakeOnAlertInt()). This is because the
185
* wake-up signal will remain asserted until \ref scifAckAlertEvents() has
been called for all pending
186
* ALERT events.
187
*/
188 void scifOsalDisableTaskAlertInt(void) {
189
Hwi_disableInterrupt(INT_SCIF_TASK_ALERT);
190 } // scifOsalDisableTaskAlertInt
191
192
193
194
195 /** \brief Clears the task ALERT interrupt
196
*
197
* This is done when acknowledging the alert, after clearing the ALERT
source event.
198
*/
199 static void osalClearTaskAlertInt(void) {
200
Hwi_clearInterrupt(INT_SCIF_TASK_ALERT);
201 } // osalClearTaskAlertInt
202
203
204
205
206 /** \brief Enters a critical section by disabling hardware interrupts
207
*
208
* \return
209
*
Whether interrupts were enabled at the time this function was
called
210
*/
211 uint32_t scifOsalEnterCriticalSection(void) {
212
return Hwi_disable();
213 } // scifOsalEnterCriticalSection
214
215
216
217
218 /** \brief Leaves a critical section by reenabling hardware interrupts if
previously enabled
219
*
220
* \param[in]
key
221
*
The value returned by the previous corresponding call to \ref
scifOsalEnterCriticalSection()
222
*/
223 void scifOsalLeaveCriticalSection(uint32_t key) {
224
Hwi_restore(key);
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225 } // scifOsalLeaveCriticalSection
226
227
228
229
230 /// Stores whether task control non-blocking functions have been locked
231 static volatile bool osalCtrlTaskNblLocked = false;
232
233
234
235
236 /** \brief Locks use of task control non-blocking functions
237
*
238
* This function is used by the non-blocking task control to allow safe
operation from multiple threads.
239
*
240
* The function shall attempt to set the \ref osalCtrlTaskNblLocked flag
in a critical section.
241
* Implementing a timeout is optional (the task control's non-blocking
behavior is not associated with
242
* this critical section, but rather with completion of the task control
request).
243
*
244
* \return
245
*
Whether the critical section could be entered (true if entered,
false otherwise)
246
*/
247 static bool osalLockCtrlTaskNbl(void) {
248
uint32_t key = Hwi_disable();
249
if (osalCtrlTaskNblLocked) {
250
Hwi_restore(key);
251
return false;
252
} else {
253
osalCtrlTaskNblLocked = true;
254
Hwi_restore(key);
255
return true;
256
}
257 } // osalLockCtrlTaskNbl
258
259
260
261
262 /** \brief Unlocks use of task control non-blocking functions
263
*
264
* This function will be called once after a successful \ref
osalLockCtrlTaskNbl().
265
*/
266 static void osalUnlockCtrlTaskNbl(void) {
267
osalCtrlTaskNblLocked = false;
268 } // osalUnlockCtrlTaskNbl
269
270
271
272
273 /// Stores whether \ref semCtrlReady is being pended on in
osalWaitOnCtrlReady()
274 static volatile bool osalWaitOnNblLocked = false;
275
276
277
278
279 /** \brief Waits until the task control interface is ready/idle
280
*
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281
* This indicates that the task control interface is ready for the first
request or that the last
282
* request has been completed. If not implemented, simply return \c false.
283
*
284
* \param[in]
timeoutUs
285
*
Minimum timeout, in microseconds
286
*
287
* \return
288
*
\ref SCIF_SUCCESS if the last call has completed, otherwise \ref
SCIF_NOT_READY (the timeout
289
*
expired) or \ref SCIF_ILLEGAL_OPERATION (the OSAL does not allow
this function to be called with
290
*
non-zero \a timeoutUs from multiple threads of execution).
291
*/
292 static SCIF_RESULT_T osalWaitOnCtrlReady(uint32_t timeoutUs) {
293
294
// If ready now ...
295
uint32_t key = Hwi_disable();
296
if (HWREG(AUX_EVCTL_BASE + AUX_EVCTL_O_EVTOAONFLAGS) &
AUX_EVCTL_EVTOAONFLAGS_SWEV0_M) {
297
298
// Immediate success
299
Hwi_restore(key);
300
return SCIF_SUCCESS;
301
302
// If no timeout has been specified ...
303
} else if (timeoutUs == 0) {
304
305
// Immediate failure
306
Hwi_restore(key);
307
return SCIF_NOT_READY;
308
309
// If another osalWaitOnCtrlReady() call is in progress ...
310
} else if (osalWaitOnNblLocked) {
311
312
// This call to osalWaitOnCtrlReady() has interrupted another call
to osalWaitOnCtrlReady()
313
Hwi_restore(key);
314
return SCIF_ILLEGAL_OPERATION;
315
316
// Otherwise ...
317
} else {
318
319
// The control READY interrupt has not yet occurred, so it is safe
to reset the semaphore and
320
// pend on it because we know the interrupt will happen.
321
Semaphore_reset(Semaphore_handle(&semCtrlReady), 0);
322
osalWaitOnNblLocked = true;
323
Hwi_restore(key);
324
325
// Return whether the semaphore was released within the timeout
326
if (Semaphore_pend(Semaphore_handle(&semCtrlReady), timeoutUs /
Clock_tickPeriod)) {
327
osalWaitOnNblLocked = false;
328
return SCIF_SUCCESS;
329
} else {
330
osalWaitOnNblLocked = false;
331
return SCIF_NOT_READY;
332
}
333
}
334
335 } // osalWaitOnCtrlReady
336
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337
338
339
340 /// OSAL "TI-RTOS": Application-registered callback function for the task
control READY interrupt
341 static SCIF_VFPTR osalIndicateCtrlReadyCallback = NULL;
342 /// OSAL "TI-RTOS": Application-registered callback function for the task
ALERT interrupt
343 static SCIF_VFPTR osalIndicateTaskAlertCallback = NULL;
344
345
346
347
348 /** \brief Called by \ref osalCtrlReadyIsr() to notify the application
349
*
350
* This shall trigger a callback, generate a message/event etc.
351
*/
352 static void osalIndicateCtrlReady(void) {
353
354
// If the OSAL has been initialized, release the sempahore
355
if (osalInitDone) {
356
Semaphore_post(Semaphore_handle(&semCtrlReady));
357
}
358
359
// Call callback function
360
if (osalIndicateCtrlReadyCallback) {
361
osalIndicateCtrlReadyCallback();
362
}
363
364 } // osalIndicateCtrlReady
365
366
367
368
369 /** \brief Called by \ref osalTaskAlertIsr() to notify the application
370
*
371
* This shall trigger a callback, generate a message/event etc.
372
*/
373 static void osalIndicateTaskAlert(void) {
374
if (osalIndicateTaskAlertCallback) {
375
osalIndicateTaskAlertCallback();
376
}
377 } // osalIndicateTaskAlert
378
379
380
381
382 /** \brief Sensor Controller READY interrupt service routine
383
*
384
* The ISR simply disables the interrupt and notifies the application.
385
*
386
* The interrupt flag is cleared and reenabled when sending the next task
control request (by calling
387
* \ref scifExecuteTasksOnceNbl(), \ref scifStartTasksNbl() or \ref
scifStopTasksNbl()).
388
*
389
* \param[in]
arg
390
*
Unused
391
*/
392 static void osalCtrlReadyIsr(UArg arg) {
393
osalDisableCtrlReadyInt();
394
osalIndicateCtrlReady();
395 } // osalCtrlReadyIsr
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396
397
398
399
400 /** \brief Sensor Controller ALERT interrupt service routine
401
*
402
* The ISR disables further interrupt generation and notifies the
application. To clear the interrupt
403
* source, the application must call \ref scifClearAlertIntSource. The CPU
interrupt flag is cleared and
404
* the interrupt is reenabled when calling \ref scifAckAlertEvents() to
generate ACK.
405
*
406
* \param[in]
arg
407
*
Unused
408
*/
409 static void osalTaskAlertIsr(UArg arg) {
410
scifOsalDisableTaskAlertInt();
411
osalIndicateTaskAlert();
412 } // osalTaskAlertIsr
413
414
415
416
417 /** \brief OSAL "TI-RTOS": Registers the task control READY interrupt
callback
418
*
419
* Using this callback is normally optional. See \ref
osalIndicateCtrlReady() for details.
420
*
421
* \param[in]
callback
422
*
Callback function pointer "void func(void)"
423
*/
424 void scifOsalRegisterCtrlReadyCallback(SCIF_VFPTR callback) {
425
osalIndicateCtrlReadyCallback = callback;
426 } // scifOsalRegisterCtrlReadyCallback
427
428
429
430
431 /** \brief OSAL "TI-RTOS": Registers the task ALERT interrupt callback
432
*
433
* Using this callback is normally required. See \ref
osalIndicateTaskAlert() for details.
434
*
435
* \param[in]
callback
436
*
Callback function pointer "void func(void)"
437
*/
438 void scifOsalRegisterTaskAlertCallback(SCIF_VFPTR callback) {
439
osalIndicateTaskAlertCallback = callback;
440 } // scifOsalRegisterTaskAlertCallback
441
442
443
444
445 /** \brief OSAL "TI-RTOS": Initializes the OSAL
446
*
447
* This creates a binary semaphore used to wait on the task control
interface.
448
*
449
* This function must be called once at startup before using the task
control functions:
450
* - \ref scifStartTasksNbl()
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451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474

* - \ref scifStopTasksNbl()
* - \ref scifWaitOnNbl()
*/
void scifOsalInit(void) {
// If the OSAL has not yet been initialized ...
if (!osalInitDone) {
osalInitDone = true;

}

// Create a binary semaphore, initially blocked.
Semaphore_Params semParams;
Semaphore_Params_init(&semParams);
semParams.mode = Semaphore_Mode_BINARY;
Semaphore_construct(&semCtrlReady, 0, &semParams);

} // scifOsalInit
#endif
//@}
// Generated by T1879 at 2018-01-18 14:06:07.838
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C.5: ACCELEROMETER SAMPLING SOURCE CODE:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

/*
*
*/

Accelerometer Sampling Functions

void AccelSampling_init(void){
#ifndef SDcard
GPIO_init();
SPI_init();
#endif
uint16_t error = 1;
ADXL_open();
// SOFT RESET
SPI_Write_Single(0x1F, 0x52);
Task_sleep(100);
// delay 100ms while accelerometer resets
error = ADXL_begin(); // returns the unwritten value, otherwise zero
/* for debugging the ADXL
if (error) {
System_printf("ADXLopen failed with error %h \n", error);
System_flush();
}
*/
ADXL_close();
}
/*
* READ AXDL DATA
*/
void AccelSampling_Fxn(){
ADXL_open();
uint8_t statusreg = SPI_Read_Single(0x0B);
//
System_printf("statusreg is %x \n", statusreg);

//

//
//
}

if (statusreg & 0x02){
uint8_t H = SPI_Read_Single(0x0D);
uint8_t L = SPI_Read_Single(0x0C);
System_printf("vak is %x %x \n", H, L);
ADXLsamples = (((H & 0x7) << 8) | L);
if (ADXLsamples >= 512) ADXLsamples = 511;
if(ADXLsamples){
ADXL_Read_FIFO(adxl_data, ADXLsamples);
}
GPIO_toggle(Board_GPIO_LED0);
}
ADXL_close();
System_printf("adxlsamples is %d \n", ADXLsamples);
System_flush();
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C.6: ADXL DRIVER SOURCE CODE
1 /*
2 * ADXL362.c
3 * Reed Horton
4 * Josie Nordrum
5 * Auracle
6 * July/August 2018
7 *
8 * Methods for initializing communication with Analog Devices ADXL362
9 * Accelerometer on TI cc2640R2 (should be abstracted for any
10 * board, untested). Consists of SPI communication protocols.
11 *
12 *
13 *
REGISTER SUMMARY (see ADXL362 data sheet for detail)
14 *
Reg. 0x00-0x03: Device, Part, and Revision Registers
R
15 *
Reg. 0x08-0x0A: 8-bit Data Registers X, Y, Z
R
16 *
Reg. 0x0B:
Status
R
17 *
*Reg. 0x0C-0x0D: FIFO Entries L/H (number of valid data samples)
R
18 *
Reg. 0x0E-0x15: H/L Registers for 16-bit X, Y, Z, temp data
R
19 *
Reg. 0x16-0x17: Reserved
x
20 *
Reg. 0x1F:
Soft Reset
W
21 *
Reg. 0x20-0x27: Activity Threshold and Time Values
RW
22 *
*Reg. 0x28:
FIFO Control
RW
23 *
Reg. 0x29:
FIFO Samples for watermark (default 0x80=128
values)
RW
24 *
Reg. 0x2A-0x2B: Interrupt Pin Configuration
RW
25 *
*Reg. 0x2C:
Filter Control: DATA RATE AND FILTERING
RW
26 *
*Reg. 0x2D:
Power Control (set adxl into measurement/sleep
mode)
RW
27 *
Reg. 0x2E:
Self-Test
RW
28 *
29 */
30
31
32 #include "ADXL362.h"
33
34
35
36 /***************** SPI_begin() *****************/
37 /* Initializes SPI Communication for board. Returns
38 * true on successful opening of SPI communication, false on failure.
39 * Assumes transfers of 1 byte, at speed defined as Macro bitrate.
40 * Makes use of software Chip Select (as ti-RTOS default incompatible)
41 * through PIN outputs.
42 */
43 bool ADXL_open(void) {
44
45
//SPI initialization
46
SPI_Params spiParams2;
47
//SPI_init();
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48
SPI_Params_init(&spiParams2);
49
spiParams2.dataSize = 8;
50
spiParams2.bitRate = bitrate;
51
spiParams2.mode = SPI_MASTER;
52
53
spi2 = SPI_open(0, &spiParams2);
54
55
//Opening SPI handle
56
if (spi2 == NULL){
57
return (false);
58
}
59
60
//Setting up CS output Pin and setting to High
61
if (spiPinHandle == NULL){
62
spiPinHandle = PIN_open(&spiPinState, spipins);
63
PIN_setOutputValue(spiPinHandle, Board_DIO26_ANALOG, 1);
64
//PIN_setOutputValue(spiPinHandle, Board_DIO12, 1);
65
// if output Pin was null, we need to configure the ADXL
66
if (!ADXL_begin()){
67
return(false);
68
}
69
}
70
71
return (true);
72 }
73
74 /***************** SPI_begin() *****************/
75 /* Closes SPI Communication for board so the SPI bus can be used by other
drivers (such as SD card)
76 */
77 void ADXL_close(void){
78
SPI_close(spi2);
79
PIN_setOutputValue(spiPinHandle, Board_DIO26_ANALOG, 1);
80 }
81
82 /***************** ADXL_begin() *****************/
83 /* Configures the Accelerometer (see register summary at top of file)
84 *
85 *
Returns true if operations are successful, otherwise returns false.
86 * ADXL will not output correct XYZ data until approximately 1 ms
87 * after measurment mode turned on.
88 */
89 uint16_t ADXL_begin(void) {
90
bool measurment;
91
int i = 0;
92
93
// FIFO control reg. 0x28 resets to 0x00 (FIFO disable)
94
// we need 0x02 for stream mode FIFO & 0x08 to store 512 samples
95
SPI_Write_Single(0x28, 0x0A);
96
if (SPI_Read_Single(0x28) != 0x0A) return(0x0A);
97
98
// FIFO samples reg. 0x29 resets to 0x80 (128 samples)
99
// we need 0x1C2 for 450 samples (setting the 3rd bit in reg 0x28 is
the 9th bit)
100
// note: the buffer is 512 samples deep TOTAL, so there's space for 170
data sets
101
SPI_Write_Single(0x29, 0xC2);
102
if (SPI_Read_Single(0x29) != 0xC2) return(0xC2);
103
104
// Interrupt Map Registers default to zero.
105
// Map watermark status (threshold set in FIFO samples register) to
INT1
106
// SPI_Write_Single(0x2A, 0x04);
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107
108
// Filter Control Register default to 0x13 (2g range, 100Hz sampling,
25Hz LPF pole)
109
// SPI_Write_Single(0x2C, --);
110
111
// Turn on Measurement Mode
112
while(SPI_Read_Single(0x2D) == 0 && i<5){
//Confirm Turn on
measurement
113
measurment = MeasurementMode();
114
i++;
115
}
116
117
118
if (SPI_Read_Single(0x2D) == 0) return(0x2D);
119
else return(0);
120 }
121
122 /***************** StandbyMode() *****************/
123 /* Puts the sensor into standby mode where power is 10nA
124 */
125 bool StandbyMode() {
126
return SPI_Write_Single(0x2D, 0x00);
127
128 }
129
130 /***************** MeasurementMode() *****************/
131 /* Puts the sensor into measurement mode
132 */
133 bool MeasurementMode() {
134
uint8_t temp;
135
// READ
136
temp = SPI_Read_Single(0x2D);
137
//MODIFY
138
temp |= 0x02;
139
//WRITE
140
return SPI_Write_Single(0x2D, temp);
141
142 }
143
144 /***************** Read_X_Short() *****************/
145 /* Reads the register XDATA and returns the 8 bit value
146 */
147 uint8_t Read_X_Short() {
148
return SPI_Read_Single(0x08);
149 }
150
151 /***************** Read_Y_Short() *****************/
152 /* Reads the register YDATA and returns the 8 bit value
153 */
154 uint8_t Read_Y_Short() {
155
return SPI_Read_Single(0x09);
156 }
157 /***************** Read_Z_Short() *****************/
158 /* Reads the register ZDATA and returns the 8 bit value
159 */
160 uint8_t Read_Z_Short() {
161
return SPI_Read_Single(0x0A);
162 }
163
164
165 /***************** Read_XYZ_Short() *****************/
166 /* Reads XYZ short register values and inputs them into an array
167 * passed into the function. Returns void.
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168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

*/
void Read_XYZ_Short(uint8_t *XYZ){
XYZ[0] = Read_X_Short();
XYZ[1] = Read_Y_Short();
XYZ[2] = Read_Z_Short();
}
/***************** Read_X_Long() *****************/
/* Reads the registers XDATA_L and XDATA_H and returns the sign
* extended 12 bit value.
*/
int16_t Read_X_Long() {
uint8_t L, H;
int16_t Full;
L = SPI_Read_Single(0x0E);
H = SPI_Read_Single(0x0F);
Full = (H << 8) | L;

//combine the two

return(Full);
}
/***************** Read_Y_Long() *****************/
/* Reads the registers YDATA_L and YDATA_H and returns the sign
* extended 12 bit value.
*/
int16_t Read_Y_Long() {
uint8_t L, H;
int16_t Full;
L = SPI_Read_Single(0x10);
H = SPI_Read_Single(0x11);
Full = (H << 8) | L; //combine the two
}

return(Full);

/***************** Read_Z_Long() *****************/
/* Reads the registers ZDATA_L and ZDATA_H and returns the sign
* extended 12 bit value.
*/
int16_t Read_Z_Long() {
uint8_t L, H;
int16_t Full;
L = SPI_Read_Single(0x12);
H = SPI_Read_Single(0x13);
Full = (H << 8) | L;
}

return(Full);

/***************** Read_XYZ_Long() *****************/
/* Reads XYZ Long register values and inputs them into an array
* passed into the function. Returns void.
*/
void Read_XYZ_Long(int16_t *XYZ){
XYZ[0] = Read_X_Long();
XYZ[1] = Read_Y_Long();
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231
XYZ[2] = Read_Z_Long();
232 }
233
234 /***************** SPI_Write_Single() *****************/
235 /* Write one byte to a register. Take the address of the desired
236 * register and the byte to be written. Returns true on successful
237 * write and false on failure.
238 */
239 bool SPI_Write_Single(uint8_t dest_register, uint8_t byte2write) {
240
241
uint8_t transmitBuffer[3];
242
SPI_Transaction spiTransaction;
243
bool success;
244
245
transmitBuffer[0] = 0x0A;
//write command
246
transmitBuffer[1] = dest_register;
//register to write to
247
transmitBuffer[2] = byte2write;
//byte to be written
248
249
250
spiTransaction.count = 3;
251
spiTransaction.txBuf = transmitBuffer;
252
spiTransaction.rxBuf = NULL;
253
254
PIN_setOutputValue(spiPinHandle, Board_DIO26_ANALOG, 0); //CS low
255
success = SPI_transfer(spi2, &spiTransaction); //send 3 bytes
256
PIN_setOutputValue(spiPinHandle, Board_DIO26_ANALOG, 1); // CS high
257
258
259
return(success);
260 }
261
262 /***************** ADXL_Read_FIFO() *****************/
263 /* Reads an input number of sample sets from the FIFO
264 */
265 void ADXL_Read_FIFO(int16_t* FIFOdata, uint16_t numsamples) {
266
267
if(numsamples > 510){
// numsamples should be the number of total
ADXL data
268
numsamples = 510;
// FIFO buffer is only 512
269
}
270
271
uint8_t transmitBuffer[1];
// declare buffer to transmit for spi
transaction
272
uint8_t recieveBuffer[2];
// declare buffer to recieve in spi
transaction
273
SPI_Transaction spiTransaction; //declare spi transaction
274
bool success;
// success flag for spi transaction
275
276
transmitBuffer[0] = 0x0D;
// FIFO read command (ref: pg.
19)
277
278
spiTransaction.count = 1;
// sending 1 8-bit frame
279
spiTransaction.txBuf = transmitBuffer; //link allocated buffer to
transaction
280
spiTransaction.rxBuf = NULL;
281
282
/* Send command to access FIFO */
283
PIN_setOutputValue(spiPinHandle, Board_DIO26_ANALOG, 0); // CS low
284
success = SPI_transfer(spi2, &spiTransaction); //command to read FIFO
285
286
if (success){
287
spiTransaction.count = 2;
// new spi transaction length
is 2, 8-bit frames
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288
spiTransaction.txBuf = NULL;
289
spiTransaction.rxBuf = recieveBuffer; // link allocated buffer to
transaction
290
291
/* Read from FIFO*/
292
uint8_t L, H;
293
uint16_t ct = 0;
// this count should never
exceed 512, so a 16-bit number is fine
294
for (ct; ct < numsamples; ct++){
295
success = SPI_transfer(spi2, &spiTransaction); //reading
296
if (success){
297
L = recieveBuffer[0];
298
H = recieveBuffer[1];
299
int16_t tempdata;
300
// FIFO DATA FORMAT:
301
// B15,14: axis data (x, y, z, or temp) to be removed by
0x08 mask
302
// B12,13: sign extension (this is why we mask with 0x08
and shift 12
303
// B0-B11: 12 bits of actual data
304
tempdata = ((H & 0x3F) << 8)| L;
//
concatenate all the data
305
FIFOdata[ct] = ((tempdata & 0x3000) << 2) | tempdata; //
mask over the axis bits using the sign extension
306
}
307
}
308
}
309
PIN_setOutputValue(spiPinHandle, Board_DIO26_ANALOG, 1); //CS high
310 }
311
312 /***************** SPI_Read_Single() *****************/
313 /* Reads one byte from a register. Takes the address of the desired
314 * register. Returns the byte at the register read.
315 */
316 uint8_t SPI_Read_Single(uint8_t register2read) {
317
318
uint8_t transmitBuffer[3];
319
uint8_t recieveBuffer[1];
320
SPI_Transaction spiTransaction;
321
bool success;
322
323
transmitBuffer[0] = 0x0B;
//read command
324
transmitBuffer[1] = register2read; //register to read from
325
326
spiTransaction.count = 2;
327
spiTransaction.txBuf = transmitBuffer;
328
spiTransaction.rxBuf = NULL;
329
330
PIN_setOutputValue(spiPinHandle, Board_DIO26_ANALOG, 0); // CS low
331
success = SPI_transfer(spi2, &spiTransaction); //command to read
332
333
spiTransaction.count = 1;
334
spiTransaction.txBuf = NULL;
335
spiTransaction.rxBuf = recieveBuffer;
336
337
success = SPI_transfer(spi2, &spiTransaction); //reading
338
PIN_setOutputValue(spiPinHandle, Board_DIO26_ANALOG, 1); //CS high
339
340
341
return(recieveBuffer[0]);
342 }
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C.7: SIGNAL PROCESSING SOURCE CODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

/*
* SignalProcess.c
*
* Created on: Sep 5, 2017
*
Author: josephinenordrum
*/
#include
#include
#include
#include

"featuresint.h"
"mysqrt.h"
<stdint.h>
<stddef.h>

//float M_PI = 3.14159265;
//float M_E = 2.71828;
float SAMPLES_PER_WINDOW = 1500;
void SignalProcess_Fxn(uint16_t *timeseries, float *features)
{
// calculate the mean
float avg;
float sum = 0;
int i = 0;
for (i; i < SAMPLES_PER_WINDOW; i++) {
sum += timeseries[i];
}
avg = sum / (float)(SAMPLES_PER_WINDOW);
// calculate variance, strike, count above mean, and sum of changes
float sum_squares =0;
//initialize to zero
// Sum up the differences from the mean (squared)
int j = 0;
int count = 0;
int cnt_abv_mn =0;
int strike = 0;
sum = 0;
float m2 =0; float m3 =0; float m4 =0;
float n = SAMPLES_PER_WINDOW;
float temp;
int absolute_sum_of_changes;
for (j; j < SAMPLES_PER_WINDOW; j++) {
temp = timeseries[j] - avg;
//
m2
m3
m4

MODES FOR KURTOSIS AND SKEW
+= temp*temp;
+= temp*temp*temp;
+= temp*temp*temp*temp;

//second mode (sum of squares)
// third mode
//fourth mode

// SUM OF CHANGES
if (j != SAMPLES_PER_WINDOW-1){
absolute_sum_of_changes += abs(timeseries[j + 1] - timeseries[j]);
}
// STRIKE BELOW MEAN
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61
if (temp < 0)
62
count++;
63
else {
64
if (count > strike)
65
strike = count;
66
count = 0;
67
}
68
69
//COUNT ABOVE MEAN
70
if (temp > 0)
71
cnt_abv_mn++;
72
}
73
74
75
features[0] = cnt_abv_mn;
76
features[1] = (float)absolute_sum_of_changes;
77
features[2] = strike;
78
features[3] = ( (m3 / n) / ((m2/n)*mysqrt(m2/n)) * n / (n - 2) );
//skewness
79
features[4] = 1.0 / (n - 2) / (n - 3) * ((n*n - 1.0) * ((m4 / n)
/((m2/n)*(m2/n))) - 3 * (n-1)*(n-1)); //kurtosis
80
features[5] = num_peaks(timeseries, 1);
81
features[6] = num_peaks(timeseries, 3);
82
features[7] = num_peaks(timeseries, 5);
83 }
84
85
86 float num_peaks(uint16_t *timeseries, int support)
87 {
88
89
// loop variables
90
int count;
91
float peaks = 0;
92
93
// loop over all values in window
94
int j = support;
95
for (j; j < SAMPLES_PER_WINDOW - support; j++) {
96
97
// keep track of any elements in the radius bigger than the
current
98
count = 0;
99
100
//loop over the given number of items around each array element
101
// to see if it is a relative maxima (peak)
102
int k = j - support;
103
for (k; k <= j + support; k++) {
104
105
// don't compare any element to itself
106
if (k != j && timeseries[j] <= timeseries[k]) {
107
count++;
108
}
109
}
110
111
if (count == 0)
112
peaks++;
113
}
114
return (peaks);
115 }
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C.8: SD CARD SOURCE CODE:
1 /*
SD card Init
2 * Set up input/outputs
3 */
4 void SDcard_init(void) {
5
6
/* Call driver init functions */
7
GPIO_init();
8
SDFatFS_init();
9
10
/* Configure the LED pin */
11
GPIO_setConfig(Board_GPIO_LED0, GPIO_CFG_OUT_STD | GPIO_CFG_OUT_LOW);
12
// This code is from an MSP432 example
13
// add_device() should be called once and is used for all media types
14
add_device(fatfsPrefix, _MSA, ffcio_open, ffcio_close, ffcio_read,
15
ffcio_write, ffcio_lseek, ffcio_unlink, ffcio_rename);
16
17 }
18
19
20 /*
21 * OPEN SD CARD AND WRITE ADXL DATA
22 */
23 void SDcard_writedata(void){
24
25
SDFatFS_Handle sdfatfsHandle;
26
FILE *src;
27
sdfatfsHandle = SDFatFS_open(0, DRIVE_NUM);
28
if (sdfatfsHandle != NULL) {
29
// Try to open the source file 4 times
30
uint8_t timeout = 0;
31 #ifdef ADXL362
32
src = fopen(ADXLfile, "a");
33
while (!src && (timeout < 3)) {
34
timeout++;
35
src = fopen(ADXLfile, "a");
36
}
37
if(src != NULL){
38
// Print accelerometer data!
39
char str[60];
40
uint16_t n = 0;
41
for (n; n< ADXLsamples; n++){
42
sprintf(str, "%d, %d, %d \n", adxl_data[n], adxl_data[n+1],
adxl_data[n+2]);
43
fwrite(str, 1, strlen(str), src);
44
n +=2;
45
}
46
fflush(src);
47
fclose(src);
48
}
49
timeout = 0;
50 #endif
51
52
if(topval){
53
54 #ifdef FECL
55
src = fopen(FECLfile, "a");
56
while (!src && (timeout < 3)) {
57
timeout++;
58
src = fopen(FECLfile, "a");
59
}
60
if(src != NULL){
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61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

// Print accelerometer data!
char str[20];
uint16_t n = 0;
for (n; n< FEATURE_DATA_COUNT; n++){
sprintf(str, "%f \n", feature_data[n]);
fwrite(str, 1, strlen(str), src);
}
fflush(src);
fclose(src);

#endif

}
timeout = 0;

src = fopen(ADCfile, "a");
while (!src && (timeout < 3)) {
timeout++;
src = fopen(ADCfile, "a");
}
if(src != NULL){
char str[20];
uint16_t n = 0;
for ( n; n < ADC_SAMPLE_COUNT; n++) {
sprintf(str, "%d \n", adc_data[n]);
fwrite(str, 1, strlen(str), src);
}
fflush(src);
fclose(src);
GPIO_toggle(Board_GPIO_LED0);
}

}

}
}
System_printf(" _topval is now
System_flush();
// Release SPI0!
SDFatFS_close(sdfatfsHandle);

%d \n \n", topval);

/*
* ======== fatfs_getFatTime ========
* This is a function required by the FATFS drivers
*/
int32_t fatfs_getFatTime(void)
{
time_t seconds;
uint32_t fatTime;
struct tm *pTime;
seconds = time(NULL);
pTime = localtime(&seconds);
fatTime = ((uint32_t)(pTime->tm_year - 80) << 25) |
((uint32_t)(pTime->tm_mon) << 21) |
((uint32_t)(pTime->tm_mday) << 16) |
((uint32_t)(pTime->tm_hour) << 11) |
((uint32_t)(pTime->tm_min) << 5) |
((uint32_t)(pTime->tm_sec) >> 1);
}

return ((int32_t)fatTime);
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C.9: BLE CONNECTIVITY SOURCE CODE
1 void BLE_init(void)
2 {
3
//Register to ICall
4
ICall_registerApp(&selfEntity, &syncEvent);
5
6
// Create an RTOS queue for message from profile to be sent to app.
7
appMsgQueue = Util_constructQueue(&appMsg);
8
9
// Initialize ADC index to zero
10
adcindex = 0;
11
12
// Setup the GAP Peripheral Role Profile.
13
{
14
// Enable Auto Advertising
15
uint8_t initial_advertising_enable = TRUE;
16
17
// By setting this to zero, the device will go into the waiting state
after
18
// being discoverable for 30.72 second, and will not being advertising
again
19
// until the enabler is set back to TRUE.
20
uint16_t gapRole_AdvertOffTime = 0;
21
22
uint8_t enable_update_request = DEFAULT_ENABLE_UPDATE_REQUEST;
23
uint16_t desired_min_interval = DEFAULT_DESIRED_MIN_CONN_INTERVAL;
24
uint16_t desired_max_interval = DEFAULT_DESIRED_MAX_CONN_INTERVAL;
25
uint16_t desired_slave_latency = DEFAULT_DESIRED_SLAVE_LATENCY;
26
uint16_t desired_conn_timeout = DEFAULT_DESIRED_CONN_TIMEOUT;
27
28
// Set the GAP Role Parameters.
29
GAPRole_SetParameter(GAPROLE_ADVERT_ENABLED, sizeof(uint8_t),
30
&initial_advertising_enable);
31
GAPRole_SetParameter(GAPROLE_ADVERT_OFF_TIME, sizeof(uint16_t),
32
&gapRole_AdvertOffTime);
33
34
GAPRole_SetParameter(GAPROLE_SCAN_RSP_DATA, sizeof (scanData),
35
scanData);
36
GAPRole_SetParameter(GAPROLE_ADVERT_DATA, sizeof(advertData),
37
advertData);
38
39
GAPRole_SetParameter(GAPROLE_PARAM_UPDATE_ENABLE, sizeof(uint8_t),
40
&enable_update_request);
41
GAPRole_SetParameter(GAPROLE_MIN_CONN_INTERVAL, sizeof(uint16_t),
42
&desired_min_interval);
43
GAPRole_SetParameter(GAPROLE_MAX_CONN_INTERVAL, sizeof(uint16_t),
44
&desired_max_interval);
45
GAPRole_SetParameter(GAPROLE_SLAVE_LATENCY, sizeof(uint16_t),
46
&desired_slave_latency);
47
GAPRole_SetParameter(GAPROLE_TIMEOUT_MULTIPLIER, sizeof(uint16_t),
48
&desired_conn_timeout);
49
}
50
51
// Set the GAP Characteristics.
52
GGS_SetParameter(GGS_DEVICE_NAME_ATT, GAP_DEVICE_NAME_LEN,
attDeviceName);
53
54
// Setup the GAP Bond Manager.
55
{
56
uint8_t pairMode = GAPBOND_PAIRING_MODE_WAIT_FOR_REQ;
57
uint8_t mitm = FALSE;
58
uint8_t ioCap = GAPBOND_IO_CAP_DISPLAY_ONLY;
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59
uint8_t bonding = TRUE;
60
61
GAPBondMgr_SetParameter(GAPBOND_PAIRING_MODE, sizeof (uint8_t),
62
&pairMode);
63
GAPBondMgr_SetParameter(GAPBOND_MITM_PROTECTION, sizeof (uint8_t),
&mitm);
64
GAPBondMgr_SetParameter(GAPBOND_IO_CAPABILITIES, sizeof (uint8_t),
65
&ioCap);
66
GAPBondMgr_SetParameter(GAPBOND_BONDING_ENABLED, sizeof (uint8_t),
67
&bonding);
68
}
69
70
// Initialize GATT attributes.
71
GGS_AddService(GATT_ALL_SERVICES);
// GAP
72
GATTServApp_AddService(GATT_ALL_SERVICES); // GATT attributes
73
74
// Add heart rate service.
75
HeartRate_AddService(GATT_ALL_SERVICES);
76
// Add device info service.
77
DevInfo_AddService();
78
79
80
// Register for Heart Rate service callback.
81
HeartRate_Register(&HeartRate_serviceCB);
82
83
// Start the Device.
84
GAPRole_StartDevice(&heartRatePeripheralCB);
85
86
// Start the Bond Manager.
87
GAPBondMgr_Register((gapBondCBs_t *)&heartRateBondCB);
88
89
// Register with GAP for HCI/Host messages
90
GAP_RegisterForMsgs(selfEntity);
91
92 }
93
94 void BLE_transmitdata(void)
95 {
96
attHandleValueNoti_t heartRateMeas;
97
98
heartRateMeas.pValue = GATT_bm_alloc(gapConnHandle,
ATT_HANDLE_VALUE_NOTI,
99
HEARTRATE_MEAS_LEN, NULL);
100
if (heartRateMeas.pValue != NULL)
101
{
102
uint8_t *p = heartRateMeas.pValue;
103
uint8_t flags = heartRateflags[flagsIdx];
104
105
// Move data into payload
106
featurestopayload(feature_data, payload);
107
108
uint8_t i = 0;
109
for(i; i<24; i++){
110
*p++ = payload[i];
111
}
112
113
heartRateMeas.len = (uint8)(p - heartRateMeas.pValue);
114
115
// Send notification.
116
if (HeartRate_MeasNotify(gapConnHandle, &heartRateMeas) != SUCCESS)
117
{
118
GATT_bm_free((gattMsg_t *)&heartRateMeas, ATT_HANDLE_VALUE_NOTI);
119
}
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120
121
}
122 }
123
124 static void featurestopayload(float *results, uint8_t *payload){
125
126
int n = 0;
127
// COUNT ABOVE MEAN, MAX VALUE 1499 -> requires 2 uint8s
128
int f1 = results[0];
129
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(f1>>8);
130
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(f1);
131
132
// ABSSUM OF CHANGES MAX VALUE 1499*4095 -> REQUIRES 3 UINT8S
133
f1 = results[1];
134
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(f1>>16);
135
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(f1>>8);
136
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(f1);
137
138
// STRK BELOW, MAXVALUE 1500 -> 2 INT8S
139
f1 = results[2];
140
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(f1>>8);
141
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(f1);
142
143
// SKEWNESS --- DECIMAL REQ 4 UINT8S
144
float feat = results[3];
145
int floatval = * (int *) &feat;
146
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)floatval;
147
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(floatval >> 8);
148
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(floatval >> 16);
149
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(floatval >> 24);
150
151
// KURTOSIS --- DECIMAL REQ 4 UINT8S
152
feat = results[4];
153
floatval = * (int *) &feat;
154
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)floatval;
155
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(floatval >> 8);
156
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(floatval >> 16);
157
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(floatval >> 24);
158
159
160
// Num peaks range 1-1500 -- bits
161
uint8_t i;
162
for (i = 5; i < 8; i++)
163
{
164
f1 = results[i];
165
payload[n++] = (uint16_t)(f1>>8);
166
payload[n++] = (uint8_t)(f1);
167
}
168 }
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